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A b s t r a c t 

The performance of astronomical interferometer arrays operating at (sub)millimeter wave

lengths is seriously compromised by rapid variations of atmospheric water vapour content 

that distort the phase coherence of incoming celestial signals. Unless corrected, these phase 

distortions, which vary rapidly with time and from antenna to antenna, seriously com

promise the sensitivity and image quality of these arrays. Building on the success of a 

prototype infrared radiometer for millimeter astronomy (IRMA I), which was used to mea

sure atmospheric water vapour column abundance, this thesis presents results from a second 

generation radiometer (IRMA II) operating at the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) 

on Mauna Kea, Hawaii from December, 2000 to March, 2001. These results include com

parisons with other measures of water vapour abundance available on the summit of Mauna 

Kea and a comparison with a theoretical curve-of-growth calculated from a new radiative 

transfer model, ULTRAM, developed specifically for the purpose. Plans for a third gener

ation radiometer (IRMA III) are also be discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 O v e r v i e w 

Within the next decade a number of large baseline, submillimeter wavelength in

terferometers, such as the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), which will be deployed 

on the Chajnantor plateau in the high Chilean Andes (altitude ~ 5000 m), will begin op

erating. These interferometers will provide imaging capabilities in the 10 milliarcsecond 

range when operating at their highest frequencies. The principle of interferometry, which 

governs the operation of these telescopes, requires that the time delay between the reception 

of the electromagnetic wavefronts arriving at antennae composing the array be measured 

accurately. 

Electronic instrumentation has advanced to the point where the spatial resolution 

of a modern radio interferometer is limited by variations in electromagnetic path length 
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caused by atmospheric inhomogeneities. At (sub) millimeter wavelengths the main con

tributing factor to these path length variations is the variable line-of-sight atmospheric wa

ter vapour content. If the line-of-sight water vapour content can be measured accurately, 

then, in principle, these path length variations can be determined and used to correct the 

associated phase error of the wavefront received at each antenna. 

There are a number of techniques already used in atmospheric phase correction. 

Two of these techniques are known as fast switching and paired array. In the fast switch

ing technique [3], radio antennae are repeatedly moved from pointing at an astronomical 

source to pointing at a nearby calibration source such as a quasar. Observed deviations of 

the calibration source from the expected circular symmetry of the Airy diffraction profile 

are due to atmospheric phase errors which can be determined and compensated for in the 

signal from the astronomical source. The main advantage of this technique is that it gives 

a true measure of the phase error at each antenna since a quasar is known to be a point 

source. There are also several drawbacks to this technique: calibration measurements are 

made along different lines-of-sight than those of the astronomical source, thereby sampling 

different portions of the atmosphere which may contain different amounts of water vapour. 

Secondly, observations of the astronomical source must be interrupted by the calibration 

measurements, reducing the effective observing efficiency. Thirdly, since calibration sources 

will not, in general, be located close to astronomical sources, the fast switching technique 

results in long calibration cycles during which time it is implicitly assumed that the atmo

sphere is stable. 

In the paired array technique [3], calibration is performed at the same time as 
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the observation of the astronomical source. Several antennae in the array continuously 

observe the calibration source while the remainder of the antennae are used to observe the 

astronomical source. This technique has the advantage over the fast switching technique 

of avoiding frequent interruptions of astronomical source observations. The paired array 

technique suffers from the same drawback as the fast switching technique, namely calibrating 

along different lines-of-sight than those of the astronomical source. Moreover, since the 

calibration measurements involve a small number of antennae, the phase correction that 

has to be applied to antennae observing the astronomical source must be extrapolated from 

this limited subset of calibration data. To be effective, this extrapolation again requires 

that the atmosphere be stable and can be well-modeled over the large area of the array, 

which is, in general, unlikely to be the case. A major financial drawback to this technique 

is the high cost of devoting several antennae (~$10 million) to calibration measurements. 

A more recent method used to compensate for water vapour induced phase delay 

is to equip each antenna with a multi-channel radiometer observing the 183 GHz water 

vapour spectral line [4]. This technique offers the advantage of simultaneously observing 

the astronomical source at one frequency and atmospheric water vapour at 183 GHz along 

the same line-of-sight as the astronomical source. There are two main drawbacks to this 

technique. The first drawback is the presence of a local oscillator in the multi-channel 

radiometer which can introduce radio frequency (rf) noise into the telescope receiver cabin 

where it may interfere with the sensitive astronomical receivers. The second main drawback 

is the low flux emitted by this water vapour line (§ 1.3). 

This thesis will present and discuss results obtained with an infrared radiometer for 
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the measurement of atmospheric water vapour, developed at the University of Lethbridge 

by Mr. Graeme Smith under the direction of Dr. David Naylor [2]. The prototype 

Infrared Radiometer for Millimeter Astronomy (IRMA) was tested at the James Clerk 

Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii in December of 1999. The infrared 

radiometer uses a passive mode of observation and thus poses no threat of interference with 

the sensitive astronomical receivers. It also takes advantage of the higher flux emitted by 

water vapour in the infrared spectral region (§ 1.3). Analysis of data obtained using the 

prototype radiometer (IRMA I) showed that this technique held much promise as a method 

of phase correcting (sub)millimeter interferometric astronomical data [5]. Several upgrades 

were subsequently made to the instrument, and IRMA II operated at the JCMT from 

December, 2000 to March, 2001. This thesis will present the analysis of data obtained with 

IRMA II; a key component of the thesis has been the development of a radiative transfer 

model of the earth's atmosphere, used to provide a theoretical basis for analyzing the IRMA 

II data. 

The remainder of this introductory chapter addresses the following topics: Section 

1.2: Tropospheric Phase Delay explains the cause of phase delay in the atmosphere. Section 

1.3: Infrared Radiometer Concept compares and contrasts the infrared and radio frequency 

methods of atmospheric water vapour measurement. Section 1.4: Phase Compensation 

Requirements of ALMA discusses the design requirements of the phase compensation for 

ALMA. Section 1.5: Radiative Transfer modelling discusses the rationale for the develop

ment of an atmospheric radiative transfer model. Section 1.6: Summary summarizes the 

content of individual thesis chapters. 
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The troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere, extending from the ground 

to an altitude of about 10 km. Most of the water vapour in the atmosphere is located in 

the troposphere. Since the temperature usually decreases with altitude in this layer, most 

of the water vapour is concentrated in the lower altitudes of the troposphere. However, 

even above high-altitude sites such as Mauna Kea (4092 m) and Chajnantor, Chile (~5000 

m), water vapour exists in sufficient quantities to introduce a significant phase delay into 

(sub)millimeter astronomical signals. 

If water vapour was distributed uniformly in the atmosphere (like the major at

mospheric constituents, N2 and O2) then the phase delay of an electromagnetic wave would 

also be uniform across its wavefront, giving a constant signal phase delay at each antenna 

in the array. Due to the polar nature of the water molecule, under typical atmospheric 

temperatures and pressures, water can co-exist in its three states and thus water vapour can 

be present in varying concentrations in the troposphere. Furthermore, these concentrations 

can be highly variable over small distances (~m) and short time intervals (~s). This vari

ation of water vapour concentration and hence, phase delay, poses a major problem for the 

next generation of radio telescope arrays with baselines on the order of 10 km. If the wa

ter vapour above each antenna can be measured accurately, then the resulting phase delay 

can be corrected for, allowing (sub)millimeter interferometers to achieve diffraction-limited 

performance. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the effect of atmospheric water vapour, represented by the 
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ACTUAL DIRECTION OF SOURCE 

APPARENT DIRECTION OF SOURCE 

X 

Figure 1.1: Distortion i n an electromagnetic wavefront is caused by variations in atmo
spheric water vapour abundance. 

blue clouds, on an electromagnetic wavefront, represented by the red lines, t ravel l ing through 

the atmosphere above two radio interferometer antennae. The apparent angular location 

of an astronomical source, 9, as determined by the radio interferometer can be expressed 

in terms of the baseline, b, of the interferometer and the additional electromagnetic path 

length, d in the small-angle expression 

o = { (1-1) 

The angular location can also be expressed in terms of the phase change, (f>, caused by water 



vapour using the expression 

(!-2) 
2irb v ; 

where 9 and </> are given in radians. 

From equations 1.1 and 1.2, the additional path length, d, due to water vapour is 

' = £ , , 3 ) 

Changes in the refractive index of the atmosphere are related to variation in at

mospheric water vapour content. The excess path length, d, is related to the line-of-sight 

water vapour abundance, w, expressed in units of millimeters of precipitable water vapour 

(mm pwv) by [3] 

xw (1.4) 
-l-atm 

where T a t m is the average temperature of the atmosphere in K. For an atmosphere of 

average temperature of 260 K, the excess path length is given by 

d ~ 6.5 x w (1.5) 

From equations 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5, the wavelength dependent phase variation is given by 

<f) — x w (1.6) 
A 

1.3 I R M A C o n c e p t 

In order to make an accurate infrared radiometric measurement of atmospheric 

water vapour abundance, water vapour must be spectrally isolated from other emitting 
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species. Previous measurements of atmospheric emission by a Fourier transform spectrom

eter on the summit of Mauna Kea [1] have shown that the emission in the 20 /im (500 cm" 1 ) 

spectral region is dominated by water vapour. 

There are several factors which make the 20 /mi spectral region an attractive spec

tral region for the development of a radiometer. First, as was mentioned above, water 

vapour emission is spectrally isolated in this region. By comparison, the (sub)millimeter 

region which is observed by instruments such as SCUBA, also contains contributions to emis

sion from species such as ozone and oxygen. Secondly, since strongly absorbing molecules 

emit as blackbodies, the radiance from water vapour in the infrared region is far greater 

than that in the (sub) millimeter region, a point emphasized by the fact that the wavelength 

of 20 /im is close to the peak of the Planck blackbody function for typical atmospheric 

temperatures. Thirdly, the large spectral bandpass in the infrared region allows a greater 

flux of radiation from water vapour emission to be collected by the radiometer. This in

crease of flux allows for more sensitive measurements, faster operation, smaller instrument 

size, or a combination thereof. Fourthly, photoconductive detectors operating at infrared 

wavelengths offer high operating speeds, stability, and simple instrumentation. Finally, an 

infrared radiometer is a passive device, free of radio frequency interference. This allows 

IRMA to be placed in close proximity to antennae in an interferometer array without the 

risk of interference with observations. 

The factors discussed above make a powerful case for IRMA as an alternative 

method of phase correction. IRMA is a sensitive, high speed, and compact device, which 

can be readily incorporated into both existing and future radio telescope antennae. 
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1.3.1 I n f r a r e d R a d i o m e t e r A d v a n t a g e s 

Spectral Isolation of Wate r Vapour Emission 

In order to measure radiometrically atmospheric water vapour, it is essential to 

choose a spectral range where water vapour is the only emitting species. If possible, it is 

also advantageous to have that spectral region near the peak of the Planck curve in order to 

maximize sensitivity to changes in water vapour content. Atmospheric emission at infrared 

wavelengths has been measured above Mauna Kea using a Fourier transform spectrometer 

over the spectral range 455 to 635 c m - 1 [1], shown as the lowest curves in figures 1.2, 1.3, 

and 1.4. The figures also show the simulated emissions from N2O, CO2, and H2O (upper 

three curves) modeled for the atmosphere above Mauna Kea. The vertical axes in the 

figures have arbitrary scales. 

Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show that water vapour is the sole contributor to emission in 

the region from 455 to 520 cm" 1 and that it is the dominant contributor to emission from 

520 to 544 c m - 1 . At 544 cm" 1 emissions from N2O and CO2 become increasingly significant 

until 575 cm" 1 , where emission from CO2 begins to dominate the spectrum. Futhermore, 

the measured spectrum is well described by the theoretical model. This spectral isolation 

of water vapour emission in the 455 to 544 cm" 1 region makes it ideal for the development 

of a water vapour radiometer. 

A second consideration is the saturation of the emission lines in the region. Unsat

urated emission lines are the most sensitive to changes in water vapour column abundance 
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Figure 1.2: Measured and simulated atmospheric emission in spectral region near from 
a = 455 cm" 1 to a = 515 cm" 1 . Upper three curves show computer simulated emission 
from N2O, CO2, and lLO. Lowest curve shows emission measured by a Fourier Transform 
Spectrometer [1], 
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Figure 1.3: Measured and simulated atmospheric emission in spectral region near from 
a = 515 cm" 1 to a = 575 c m - 1 . Upper three curves show computer simulated emission 
from N 2 O , C O 2 , and H 2 O . Lowest curve shows emission measured by a Fourier Transform 
Spectrometer [1]. 
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Figure 1.4: Measured and simulated atmospheric emission in spectral region near from 
a — 575 c m - 1 to a = 635 cm" 1 . Upper three curves show computer simulated emission 
from N2O, CO2, and H2O. Lowest curve shows emission measured by a Fourier Transform 
Spectrometer [1]. 
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because the integrated line emission increases linearly with water vapour column abundance. 

After an emission line becomes saturated, the integrated line emission varies as the square 

root of water vapour abundance (see §2.5.1), reflecting the increased emission in the wings 

of the line. In order to be most sensitive to changes in water vapour abundance, a spectral 

region with many unsaturated emission lines is desirable. A detailed analysis of the data 

in figures 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 [1] shows that most of these lines are unsaturated for column 

abundances less than 1 mm pwv, making this region well suited for sensitive radiometric 

measurements of water vapour. 

Radiance of Wate r Vapour at Infrared Wavelengths 

The total flux, <&, collected by a water vapour radiometer is the product of the 

throughput, A Q,, of the instrument and the radiance from the atmosphere, L, as expressed 

where A is the area of the aperture, Q is the solid angle of acceptance of the aperture, 

and L is the spectral radiance of water vapour integrated over the spectral bandpass of the 

system. Although water vapour emission as measured by both a 183 GHz radiometer and a 

20 /xm radiometer will not be saturated for column abundances on the order of 1 mm pwv, 

saturated emission will be assumed for the purposes of this comparison between the two 

systems. In the case of saturation, the radiant emission from atmospheric water vapour is 

given by the Planck function 

by 

$ = i Q L W (1.7) 

(1.8) 
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Figure 1.5: Blackbody emission curves evaluated at a range of temperatures typically found 
in the atmosphere. 

where Tatm is the temperature of the atmosphere in K and a is the wavenumber in cm . 

Figure 1.5 shows Planck curves for several different temperatures. At a typical 

atmospheric temperature of 260 K, maximum emission occurs near 20 fim (500 cm"') and 

is approximately three orders of magnitude greater than the emission at radio frequencies. 

For example, for a temperature of 260 K, the Planck spectral radiances at 500 era" 1 and 

183 GHz (-6.1 cm" 1 ) are: 

Asoo cm-' = 9.98 X 10" 2 W m~ 2 sr 1 ( c m 1 ) 1 (1.9) 
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Le.i cm-' = 7.87 x 1(T 5 W n T 2 s r" 1 ( cm" 1 ) " 1 (1.10) 

Hence, the radiance ratio between these spectral regions is 

^ 5 0 0 c m 1 ~ 1270 (1.11) 
J u 6.1 C M - 1 

The advantage of greater spectral radiance available to the infrared radiometer is 

offset by the fact that the 183 GHz water vapour radiometer uses the antenna itself as the 

collecting aperture. If the 15 m JCMT antenna is used as the aperture, then the collecting 

area is 

7T • 15 2 

Ai83 cm = — — ^ 177 m 2 (1.12) 

On the other hand, IRMA was constructed with a primary optic of 125 mm diameter. In 

this case, the collecting area is 
•AIRMA = * ' (

4

1 2 5 ) 2 * 1-23 x 10- 2 m 2 (1.13) 

The collecting area of the antenna is seen to be ~14, 300 times larger than the collecting 

area of the IRMA instrument. 

The field of view of IRMA was designed to sample a 10 m patch of atmosphere at 

a range of 10 km and thus corresponds to a solid angle of 

Assuming that the 183 GHz (A = 1.6 mm) system operates at the diffraction limit 

of the JCMT antenna, the field of view of the antenna, out to the first dark ring of the Airy 

disk [6], subtends an angle of 

a 2.44 A 2.44 - (1.6 x 10" 3) Q f i i n _ 4 , 
9 = —-— = — = 2.6 x 10 * rad (1.15) 

d 15 
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This corresponds to a solid angle of 

^^.^UMl^,,,,,,, { 1. 1 6 ) 

When taking into account the large focal length of typical radio telescopes, the 

water vapour emitting region will occur in the near field and the solid angle given in equation 

1.16 will no longer be valid. Calculation of the field of view of the radio antenna in this 

case will depend on the height of the emitting region and, while difficult to calculate, will 

tend to approach the solid angle given in equation 1.14. 

If water vapour is assumed to emit as a blackbody then the integrated radiance is 

given by 
('^ u p p e r u p p e r 

L = L a da = I BadaW n T 2 s r" 1 (1.17) 

which can be approximated as L = B a Aa = B a ( a u p p e r — a i o w e r ) if the spectral radiance 

is considered constant over the range from <7/,0TOER to a u p p e r . 

The spectral bandwidth of IRMA, defined by the infrared filter was ~ 500 - 550 

c m - 1 , and thus A a = 50 c m - 1 . 

The 183 GHz radiometer measures water vapour emission in several discrete fre

quency channels placed along the line profile (figure 1.6). Each channel is on the order of 

1.0 GHz wide, corresponding to Aa = 3.33 x 10""2 cm""1. 

From the Planck spectral radiance calculated above for 183 GHz and assuming it 

is constant over the spectral bandwidth, a total flux for one channel can be calculated for 
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FREQUENCY ( G H z ) 

Figure 1.6: Six discrete channels are placed along the 183 GHz line profile in the radio 
frequency approach to measuring water vapour emission. Each channel provides a different 
sensitivity under different degrees of saturation. 

a single measurement of water vapour abundance using the 183 GHz system 

*183 GHz = AO, 1/183 GHz A<7 

= (176)(7.9 x l()-5)(7.87 x 1 0 5)(3.33 x 1 0 2 ) 

= 3.6 x 1 0 " 8 W (1.18) 

when, as discussed above, the solid angle of the 183 GHz system is taken to be the same as 

the IRMA instrument. 

The flux available to the infrared radiometer is 

*1RMA = A i l I/ERMA ACT 
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= (0.0123) (7.9 x 10" 5) (9.98 x 1 0 - 2 ) (50) 

= 4.85 x 10" 6 W (1.19) 

It should be remembered that the above calculations are only approximate since 

the radiances are overestimated in both cases (water vapour emission will not be fully sat

urated over either spectral range) and system efficiencies have not been taken into account. 

Even so, the flux available to IRMA is seen to be — 2 orders of magnitude greater than that 

available to the 183 GHz system using a 15 m antenna. For interferometer arrays using 

smaller antennae, such as ALMA, this factor increases. 

1 . 3 . 2 INFRARED R a d i o m e t e r DRAWBACKS 

There are three potential drawbacks to measuring water vapour abundance with 

an infrared radiometer. The first is that the small aperture of the infrared radiometer does 

not sample the same atmospheric column as that viewed by the antenna. To address this 

problem, the optics can be designed so that the radiometer samples a patch of atmosphere 

of the same diameter as the radio antenna at an altitude corresponding to the scale height 

of water vapour. Another possible solution to this problem is to install multiple infrared 

radiometers on a single antenna, interpolating the signals from the radiometers to derive 

the water vapour abundance. The second potential problem arises from the fact that the 

emission from ice crystals in cirrus clouds is expected to have a greater impact at infrared 

than at (sub)millimeter wavelengths. The discussion of cirrus emission is complicated by 
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the lack of detailed information on the subject. The third drawback is that water vapour 

emission measurements in the 20 fim spectral region become unusable at lower altitudes due 

to the saturation of spectral lines in this region. This is not true for the 183 GHz radiometer 

which can still operate at lower altitudes. However, this is not expected to be a serious 

problem because the latest generation of radio interferometers, such as the Smithsonian 

Millimeter Array (SMA) on Mauna Kea and ALMA at Chajnantor, are located at high 

altitude sites where the infrared radiometer is expected to be effective. 

1 . 3 . 3 T e m p o r a l R e s o l u t i o n 

An estimate of the integration time required to compensate effectively for rapid 

variations in atmospheric water vapour content above an antenna can be made by consid

ering the windspeed and antenna size, as depicted in figure 1.7. Windspeeds of 100 km 

h r - 1 are typical for high altitude sites. At this speed, the time for a water vapour feature 

to cross a 10 m diameter antenna is ~ 0.36 s. Actual water vapour features are much 

more complicated than the one depicted in the figure, so a temporal resolution of 0.1 s was 

specified for IRMA. 

1.4 Phase C o r r e c t i o n R e q u i r e m e n t s fo r A L M A 

Current plans for ALMA call for an array of 64 antennae, each of 12 m diameter 

arranged over a baseline of a 10 km ring. Due to its long baseline, ALMA promises sub-

milli-arcsecond imaging under the best atmospheric conditions. At Chajnantor, the high 
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10 m 

Figure 1.7: A simple model used to calculate the temporal resolution based on windspeed 
and antenna beam crossing time. 

altitude site for ALMA, typical measurements of water vapour column abundance, w, show 

a range between 0.5 and 4 mm pwv with an average of 1 mm pwv. The ALMA site is 

shown in the photograph in figure 1.8 and an artist's conception of the finished ALMA 

interferometer is shown in figure 1.9. 

The phase difference between signals from two antennae is expressed in terms of 

a visibility, V [3] 

V = V0t^ (1.20) 

where <f> is the phase difference between the signals at a given operating frequency and VQ is 
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Figure 1.8: A view of the Atacama plateau, future site of the Atacama Large Millimeter 
Array (ALMA). 

the maximum visibility occurring at zero phase delay. The effect on the average amplitude 

of V due to phase noise is [3] 

{V) = V 0 ( e i ' f ) = V 0 e Z ^ a & (1.21) 

where (f>rms is the rms phase fluctuation due to variation in water vapour abundance. This 

equation can be expressed in terms of the array baseline, b, using theoretical models of 

turbulence, for example, that due to Kolmogorov [3]. Thus, a phase error of 1 radian gives 

a coherence of 

^ = 0.6 (1.22) 
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Figure 1.9: Artist's conception of the ALMA array. 

According to a recent ALMA memo [7], the target electromagnetic path resolution 

is 50 /an. Using equation 1.5, this translates into a column abundance resolution of 7.7 

//m pwv, leading to a coherence of — 95 % at 300 GHz and 85 % at 600 GHz. Another 

memo [8] suggests a target path resolution at 11.5 /mi (1.8 /mi pwv), but concedes that this 

is ''setting the bar very high'. 

The goal for IRMA II was to measure water vapour column abundances to a 

resolution of ±1 /mi pwv (6.5 /im path length resolution) in an integration time of 1 s. 

This thesis will discuss the results obtained with IRMA II operating at the JCMT from 

December 2000 to March 2001. 
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1.5 R a d i a t i v e T rans fe r M o d e l l i n g 

As was seen in § 1.3, atmospheric spectra can be modeled to a high degree of 

accuracy. The radiative transfer model used to produce the spectrum in figures 1.2, 1.3, 

and 1.4 was the Fast Atmospheric Signature Code (FASCODE) [9], a massive (71,000 lines) 

Fortran program. While this program is excellent for modelling atmospheric emission for 

general locations and observing geometries, it is difficult to modify it to model a specific 

location, such as Mauna Kea. The desire for a flexible atmospheric radiative transfer model 

provided the impetus for the development of a new model, written in the fourth generation 

computer language, Interactive Data Language (IDL®) [10] (IDL® is an ideal language 

for this purpose because of its many array handling routines and graphical interfaces). This 

model, known as the University of Lethbridge Transmission Radiance Atmospheric Model 

(ULTRAM), is described in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The model readily accommodates 

user-definable atmospheres. 

1.6 S u m m a r y 

Chapter 2 of the thesis contains a review of the radiative transfer theory behind 

the operation of IRMA. Chapter 3 describes the underlying principles involved with basic 

atmospheric modelling and discusses the development of ULTRAM, a new radiative transfer 

model developed to compute atmospheric emission and/or transmission spectra from above 

Mauna Kea. Chapter 4 reviews the development of the infrared radiometer and discusses 

the upgrades made after the initial tests of IRMA in December 1999. Chapter 5 details 
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the analysis of data obtained with IRMA II from December, 2000 to March, 2001, using 

the radiative transfer model, ULTRAM. Over 1000 data files were used in the analysis and 

were compared to various other measures of water vapour abundance above Mauna Kea. 

This chapter concludes with a theoretical explanation of some of the results obtained from 

the comparisons. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a review of the results obtained with 

IRMA II and the future direction of the IRMA project, including the development of IRMA 

III which is slated for deployment to Mauna Kea and Chajnantor in 2003. 
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Chapter 2 

Radiative Transfer Theory 

2.1 O v e r v i e w 

This chapter deals with radiative transfer through the atmosphere of the earth. 

Section 2.2: Radiative Transfer Definitions introduces the basic quantities calculated or de

rived in radiative transfer. Section 2.3: Radiative Transfer Through a Single Layer describes 

the equations of absorption and emission through a single layer atmosphere. Section 2.4: 

Absorption Coefficient explains the calculation of the absorption coefficient, including dis

cussions of spectral line broadening mechanisms and calculation of integrated line strength. 

Section 2.5: Curve-of-Growth discusses the synthesis of a curve-of-growth of a spectral line. 

2.2 R a d i a t i v e T rans fe r D e f i n i t i o n s 

The propagation of electromagnetic radiation through a medium, such as the at

mosphere, is described by the equations of radiative transfer. Molecules in the atmosphere 
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scatter, absorb, and emit electromagnetic radiation. Radiation can be scattered by partic

ulates. Scattering is a continuous phenomenon that is strongly dependent on the particle 

size and radiation wavelength. Since the effects of scattering decrease with increasing 

wavelength they have not been considered in the theoretical model developed in this thesis. 

Processes such as absorption and emission of radiation are the result of a change 

in the quantum state of an atom or molecule. When photons of a specific energy (which 

is directly proportional to their frequency) encounter an atom or molecule in a low energy 

quantum state, they can be absorbed by the atom or molecule, thereby raising the quantum 

state to a higher energy level. To be absorbed, a photon must possess the same energy 

as the difference in energy of an allowed transition between quantum states. Emission is 

the inverse process of absorption; an atom or molecule in a high energy quantum state will 

drop to a lower energy quantum state, thereby emitting a photon with the same energy as 

the difference in energy between the two states. A photon emitted due to a quantum state 

change has a discrete frequency which is associated with the energy difference between the 

two quantum states. Each atomic or molecular species has its own unique spectral signature 

which can be used in remote sensing applications. 

Infrared absorption and emission lines in the atmosphere are mainly due to tran

sitions in the energy states of molecules. Molecular energy states are associated with three 

different modes. The greatest amount of energy is associated with the electronic configu

ration of the molecules. Energy is absorbed and emitted when electrons make transitions 

between quantized energy levels. Energy is also associated with the vibrational state of a 

molecule. In this case, energy transitions cause a quantized change in the frequency of 
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vibrations of atoms in the molecules. Less energy is associated with the vibrational state 

than the electronic configuration of the molecule. While electronic transitions give rise 

to spectral lines at visible wavelengths, vibrational transitions are associated with spectral 

lines at near-infrared wavelengths. Finally, energy is associated with the rotational state 

of a molecule. An increase in the rotational energy of a molecule results in a quantized 

increase in the frequency of rotation. The rotational states of a molecule have the small

est energy scale structure. Rotational transitions are responsible for the spectral lines in 

the far-infrared part of the spectrum. In general, energy can be distributed in all three 

modes. This thesis involves the mid-infrared, and thus the pure rotational spectrum of 

water vapour. 

The formulae of radiative transfer are often expressed in terms of frequency, V 

(Hz), or wavelength, A (/im). In this thesis, formulae will be given in terms of WAVENUMBER, 

A, which is the reciprocal of wavelength, 1/A, and has units of c m - 1 . Using the wave 

equation for the speed of light in a vacuum, c = V\ the wavenumber is related to frequency 

by 

A = - c m - 1 (2.1) 
c 

where V is the frequency in Hz and c = 2.998 x 10 1 0 cm-s""1 is the speed of light in a vacuum. 

The analysis of radiative transfer is formulated in terms of spectral energy, EA, 

spectral power, spectral radiant intensity, and spectral radiance, LA. The subscript, 

cr, denotes that the quantity is a differential with respect to wavenumber such as EA = . 

Thus, the total energy, power, intensity, and radiance are obtained by integrating over a 
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Radiometr ic Quant i ty Symbol Uni ts 
Spectral energy EA J ( c m " 1 ) - 1 

Spectral power $ A W (cm" 1 ) " 1 

Spectral intensity LA W s r _ 1 ( c m " 1 ) - 1 

Spectral radiance LA W m - 2 s r " 1 ( c m - 1 ) " 1 

Table 2.1: Radiometric quantities and associated units. 

spectral range of interest. These quantities are defined in table 2.1. 

As shown in figure 2.1, the spectral intensity, I A , describes the emission of radiant 

power, emanating from a source area DA, or an equivalent projected area DAP = 

cL4cos(9, contained within a solid angle DQ, labelled as travelling in a direction centered on 

solid angle DQ, and normalized to a unit solid angle 

D$A 

LA DTT 
W sr - 1 (cm" 1) (2.2) 

This emission is equivalent to that from a point source P at a distance r from the 

surface DA. Spectral radiance, LAI normalizes the emitted spectral energy to unit "PROJECTED 

area element DAP in addition to unit solid angle 

DLA D2$FF 

LA = W m 2 sr 1 (cm l ) 
DAP DAP DQ 

(2.3) 

Using these basic quantities, a general formula expressing the transfer of radiant 

energy from one physical surface to another, as in figure 2.2, is given by 

DA\ cos Q\DAI cos # 2 
(2.4) 

where §AI,2 is the spectral power transferred from surface A\ to surface A% and LA\ is 

the spectral radiance of surface A \ . Area elements A \ and A2 are arbitrarily shaped and 
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B A S I C R A D I O M E T R I C Q U A N T I T I E S 

AREA ELEMENT DA, ARBITRARILY ORIENTED TO 
THE DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION 

N R • 

W L . D A 
INTENSITY = RADIATED POWER <J>„ FROM 
DAOR, EQUIVAKNTLY, D A , , PROPAGATING IN A 
DIRECTION DEFINED AS THAT CENTERED ON DFI 

Figure 2.1: Illustration OF basic radiometric quantities. 

oriented surfaces whose normal vectors subtend the angles Q\ and # 2 WITH respect TO the 

distance between differential elements D,A\AND DAZ- I N this thesis, THE surfaces are assumed 

TO be planar AND parallel to each other (i.e. 0\ —- 62 = 0) thus simplifying the analysis. 

The quantities OF spectral intensity and spectral radiance are IMPORTANT IN the 

FOLLOWING sections that deal WITH radiative transfer through the atmosphere. 
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Figure 2.2: Radiative transfer between two arbitrary surfaces. 

2.3 R a d i a t i v e T rans fe r T h r o u g h a S ing le Laye r 

2.3.1 A b s o r p t i o n b y a S ing le L a y e r 

The net loss of spectral intensity of electromagnetic radiation through absorption 

in a layer, shown in figure 2.3, is given by the equation [11] 

dla = —Ikandz — —Ikadu (2.5) 

where ka is the absorption coefficient in cm 2-molecule - 1, n is the number density of the 

absorber in molecules-cm - 3, dz is the thickness of the layer in cm, and du = ndz is the 

absorber column density or absorber column amount in units of molecules-cm - 2. The term 
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7-1 

K, n(z) 

z = Oc 

Incident intensity 

Emergent intensity 

• 
I 

Layer of atmosphere characterized by absorption 
coefficient and molecular density n(z) 

Figure 2.3: Absorption of radiation by an atmospheric layer. 

KAN gives absorption per cm in the propagation direction. This means that the absorption 

is specified for a column of the atmosphere extending in the direction of propagation. 

The transmission of radiation through the layer can be readily obtained by integra

tion of equation 2.5. For transmission of incident radiation of spectral intensity Jo through 

a layer of thickness I, absorber density N, and absorption coefficient KA, the spectral intensity 

transmitted can be written as 

I = V SO K ^ Z W sr" 1 (cm r Y l (2.6) 

hi the case of a layer of constant absorber density N, the spectral intensity of the 
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transmitted radiation is 

I = I o e ~ k - n l = I 0 e - k ° u W sr""1 ( c m - 1 ) " 1 (2-7) 

where u = nl is the absorber column abundance in molecules-cm"2. 

In the real atmosphere the molecular density decays exponentially with height, so 

the absorption must be calculated for a layer in which the molecular density, n(z), varies 

with height, z. In this case, the integral cannot be simplified and the transmitted intensity 

is written as 

I = I o e - /o k„n{z)dz w s r - i ( cm- i ) " 1 (2.8) 

The quantity e~ /o k°n(z)dz j n equations 2.6 and 2.8 is known as the fractional 

transmission, T, i.e. the fraction of the incident radiation that is transmitted through the 

layer. A measure of the opacity of the layer, known as the optical path [11] is given by 

r = / kan{z)dz (2.9) 
Jo 

which is equivalent to 

r = kanavl (2.10) 

If the opacity is measured from the top of the atmosphere downwards, it is known as the 

optical depth. 

2.3.2 Emis s ion by a Single Layer 

The process of emission in the atmosphere is, in essence, the inverse process of 

absorption. Instead of photons of an appropriate energy being used to increase the energy 
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state of molecules, emission of radiation results when molecules undergo a transition from 

an excited to a lower energy state. 

The spectral intensity of electromagnetic radiation emitted per unit area by a layer 

can be written as [11] 

dIe = kaJ(a,T)n(z)dz W s r ^ c m " 1 ) " 1 (2.11) 

where J(o~,T) is the radiation source function in units of W m~ 2 s r " 1 ( c m " 1 ) - 1 and the 

other terms have been defined previously in § 2.3.1. The term dle represents a net gain to 

the radiation field. 

Since collisions between molecules occur frequently in the troposphere, redistribut

ing energy between the various modes, it is reasonable to assume that the individual layers 

of the atmosphere are in Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) at characteristic layer 

temperatures. This assumption of LTE means that the radiation entering a layer is bal

anced by the radiation exiting the layer. Under LTE, the source function J(o~, T) is equal 

to the Planck function for blackbody emission at temperature T [11] 

J(a , T) = B ( a , T) = 1004 W m - 2 s r - 1 ( c m " 1 ) - 1 (2.12) 

where h = 6.626 x lCT 3 4J-s is the Planck constant, kB = 1.381 x 1CT23 J - K - 1 is the 

Boltzmann constant, and c is the speed of light in cms"" 1. 

2.3.3 R a d i a t i v e Transfer T h r o u g h a S ingle-Layer 

Until this point, the processes of absorption and emission in the atmosphere have 

been treated separately. In reality, the processes of emission and absorption occur simul-
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which can be rewritten as 

which is equivalent to 

since = e . 

er<E + erj = e r B / 2.17) 
ar 

fiT/) - eTB (2.18) 
dr 

Equation 2.18 is integrated from T = 0 at the top of the layer to an arbitrary r 

which gives 

l T
 ~(eTI)dT= [ T eTBdr (2.19) 

Jo d,r Jo 

taneously within a layer, as shown in figure 2.4. The total change in spectral intensity is 

found by combining equation 2.5 with equation 2.11 to give 

dl = dle - dla = kaB{a,T)n{z)dz - kaIan{z)dz (2.13) 

This equation can be simplified further by dividing by the optical depth of the layer 

dr = kan{z)dz (2.14) 

to give 

^ - = B - I (2.15) or 

which is known as the Schwarzchild equation [11], the differential form of the equation of 

radiative transfer. Note that the subscripts have been dropped for clarity. This equation 

can be integrated by use of an integrating factor e T 

eT~ = erB - eTI (2.16) 
dr 
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POSSIBLE EXTERNAL SOURCE 

Z = B X = 0 
ISOTHERMAL ATMOSPHERE OF 
TEMPERATURE T , THICKNESS L 
DENSITY DISTRIBUTION N(Z) , AND 
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT K, 

ABSORPTION AND EMISSION 
OCCUR SIMULTANEOUSLY WITHIN 
THE LAYER 

Figure 2.4: The absorption and emission of radiation in an atmospheric layer, 

which becomes 

( e T I ) | 5 = {E-B)\l (2.20) 

which expands to 

ETI - I 0 = B(ET - 1) (2.21) 

where Iq is the intensity at, the top of the layer. Equation 2.21 is then divided by e T to 

give the intensity of the radiation exiting the bottom of the layer as 

I = I0ET + B(L - E-T) W sr" 1 (cm 1 T 1 (2.22) 

Finally, equation 2.22 can be combined with equation 2.14 to give the intensity at 
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the bottom of the layer as 

I = Iq (E~ So k^n(z)dz 

) + B ( l - E - t i J0 kan{z)dz 
) W sr" 1 ( c m " 1 ) " 1 (2.23) 

The first term in equation 2.23 represents the spectral intensity of radiation trans

mitted through the layer. The second term represents the spectral intensity of the radiation 

emitted by the layer. The contribution of these terms to the spectral intensity at the bot

tom of the layer therefore depends on the opacity, r . There exist two limiting cases: when 

the opacity is low, most of the incident radiation is transmitted through the layer, but little 

radiation is emitted by the layer. In the case where opacity is high, most of the incident 

radiation is absorbed by the layer, which then emits as a blackbody of the characteristic 

layer temperature. 

2.3.4 R a d i a n c e of a Single S p e c t r a l L ine 

Radiometer measurements are commonly given in terms of radiance. The conver

sion to radiance is easily accomplished by dividing the intensity by the projected area of 

the source and thus equation 2.22 becomes 

W m 2 sr 1 (cm x ) 1 (2.24) 

If it is assumed that the radiometer is not observing a celestial object, the spectral 

radiance incident at the top of the atmosphere, L a o , is due to the 3 K cosmic microwave 

background radiation [12]. From equation 2.12, it can be shown that this contribution 
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is negligible at the infrared wavelengths observed by the radiometer. Thus equation 2.24 

becomes 

L a = Ba(l - e~ So k ^ ) d z ) W n f 2 s r" 1 ( c m " 1 ) - 1 (2.25) 

using equation 2.9. Finally, using equation 2.10, the spectral radiance observed by the 

radiometer is 

L a = Ba{l - e~k°n™1) W m " 2 s r" 1 ( c m " 1 ) " 1 (2.26) 

A molecular species present in fully saturated conditions (i.e. kanavl ^> 1) is seen 

to emit at a maximum radiance given by the Planck function evaluated at the atmospheric 

temperature at which the species resides. 

2.4 A b s o r p t i o n Coef f i c ien t 

2 .4 .1 A b s o r p t i o n Coefficient C o m p o n e n t s 

In the case of radiative transfer of a single spectral line, the absorption coefficient, 

ka has the form [11] 

ka = S f ( a - OQ) cm 2 molecule"1 (2.27) 

where S is the integrated line strength described in § 2.4.3 and f(o~ — oro) is a normalized 

line shape function such that 
P O O 

/ f(a - a0)da = 1 (2.28) 
Jo 

The exact form of the line shape function, /(<r—<7n), depends on the line broadening 

mechanism. Each line shape is associated with a characteristic half-width at half maximum 
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GENERIC LINE Prof i le 

Distance FROM LINE CENTER, ( A - A 0 ) 
(CM'1) 

Figure 2.5: A generic spectral line shape, characterized by the Half-Width at Half Maxi
mum (HWHM), 7 , the distance from the line center at which the absorption is half of the 
maximum absorption. 

(or HWHM), 7 , which is shown in figure 2.5. This half-width is the distance, in units 

of wavenumbers, from the line center, O~Q, to the points on either side of the line center 

where the absorption falls to one half of its maximum value (i.e. f ( j ) = The line 

shape function is a result of the broadening mechanism determined by the local conditions 

of temperature and pressure. If there is a change in the broadening regime, the line shape 

changes in response. 

In the case where more than one spectral line is involved, it is necessary to adjust 
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k a to account for the presence of other lines. If n lines are being considered then 

n 

ka = T̂̂  A:,:((TI cm 2 molecule"1 (2.29) 

where 

ki(cr) = Si fi(o~ — aati) cm 2 molecule"1 (2.30) 

2.4.2 B r o a d e n i n g M e c h a n i s m s 

There are three principal broadening mechanisms that cause a spectral line to have 

a finite width. 

The natural line width arises from the variability in quantum energy levels due to 

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. According to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 

there is an uncertainty in the energy level of a quantum state that is related to the lifetime 

of the quantum state through the equation, A E ~ [13], where A E is the uncertainty in 

energy and At is the lifetime of the quantum state. This results in an uncertainty in the 

line center of 

A f f = — cm" 1 (2.31) he 

where h = J^, h is Planck's constant, and c is the speed of light. A typical lifetime for an 

excited molecular rotational energy state in the mid-infrared region is about 10" 2 s [14]. 

The uncertainty in energy is then 

A ^ 1.055 x 1 0 " 3 4 J • s n r r GO AE ~ = 1.055 x 10 J 
10" 2 s 
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t( ^ /ln2 1 f(cr - a 0 ) = \ exp • 
7T JD 

ID 
cm (2.32) 

where ^ D is the Doppler half-width given by [15] 

ao ( 2 l n 2 k B T \ 1 / 2 

ID = ~~~ I / , / R / 7 V R S cm (2.33) 
c V (M/NA) J 

where M is the molar mass of the molecule in kg and NA = 6.022 x 10 2 3 m o l - 1 is Avogadro's 

number. 

As can be seen in equation 2.33, the Doppler broadening mechanism becomes 

important as the temperature of the gas in a layer increases. Equation 2.33 also shows that 

Doppler broadening becomes more important for spectral lines at high frequencies and for 

molecular species with low molar masses. 

And hence, the natural line width is 

A C = ^ n r r -.̂  Q ^ ' ^ X ^ •, nin 7 — 3.336 X 10~ 9 C H L " 1 

1.055 x 1 0 - 3 4 J • s x 2.998 x 10 1 0 c m s " 1 

Since the natural width is insignificant when compared to the widths given by the other 

broadening mechanisms, it can be neglected in atmospheric modelling. 

The second broadening mechanism arises from the Doppler shift in frequency due 

to motions of molecules towards or away from the observer. These relative velocities give 

rise to small frequency shifts in the emitted radiation. Since the velocity components along 

the line of sight have a Maxwellian distribution, the Doppler line shape is Gaussian and can 

be expressed as [15] 
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The third broadening mechanism arises from collisions between molecules and is 

dominant in the lower atmosphere. At higher pressures, molecules collide with one another 

more frequently and thus interrupt the quantum state transitions, producing a uniquely 

broadened line shape, known as the Lorentz profile . The Lorentz profile can be written as 

[11] 

f(a - ao) = ̂7 tjt—2 c m (2-34) 

where 7L is the Lorentz half-width given by [11] 

T t = 4 ^ = 7^r c m (2"35) 

where r is the mean time between collisions, P is the pressure, T is the temperature, and 70 

is a reference half-width tabulated in the literature from spectroscopic measurements made 

under standard conditions PQ = 1.013 x 10 5 Pa and To = 296 K. 

Figure 2.6 shows a comparison of the Doppler and Lorentz line shapes of identical 

half-width and were normalized to unit area so that each line represents the same total 

absorption. The Lorentz line shape has much broader line wings while the Doppler line 

shape features a more strongly absorbing line center. 

In the atmosphere of the earth, there are two spectral line broadening regimes. In 

the upper atmosphere, where pressures are low and molecular collisions are less frequent, 

the Doppler line shape is dominant. In the lower atmosphere, where pressure is greater and 

molecular collisions occur more frequently, the Lorentz profile dominates. Between these 

two extremes, both line shapes contribute to the overall line profile. The amount that 

each profile contributes to the overall shape depends on the temperature and pressure of 
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Figure 2.6: A comparison of the Doppler (black) and Lorentz (red) line shape functions 
having the same half-width. 

the atmosphere at the altitude considered. To account for the contributions of the Lorentz 

and Doppler profiles, a new profile, known as the Voigt, can be defined. The Voigt profile, 

which is discussed in further detail in §3.4.1, represents a convolution of the two other line 

profiles and can be written as 

f v = f D * h (2.36) 
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2.4.3 S p e c t r a l L ine S t r e n g t h 

The line strength, S in equation 2.27 is given by [11] 

/•OO 

S = KADA (2.37) 
JO 

in units of c m - 1 (molecules-cm - 2)" 1. For a given temperature, the line strength is a fun

damental property of the absorbing molecule, dependent on the probability of the quantum 

transition which, in general, cannot be calculated AH INITIO. To simplify matters, spectral 

line strengths are determined from experimental measurements usually made in a multi-pass 

gas cell of known pressure, temperature, and path length. These empirically determined 

line strengths are catalogued for general use in databases such as HITRAN [16] and JPL 

[17]. 

Spectral line strengths are usually tabulated for the reference temperature of To = 

296 K. The line strength can be corrected for temperature, T, and for stimulated emission 

with [18] 

«"-(ro(sS)(^5g)(3§) «. 
in units of cm" 1 (molecules-cm" 2)" 1 and where SO is the tabulated line strength, KB is Boltz-

mann's constant, H is Planck's constant, and E is the lower energy state of the transition 

in cm" 1 . The value, m describes the temperature dependence of the rotation partition 

function, and depends on the molecular species [19]. The M values for several common 

species are given in table 2.2. 
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Molecule m 
H 2 0 1.5 
c o 2 1.0 
o 3 1.5 

N 2 0 1.0 
CO 1.0 
CH 4 1.5 
o 2 1.0 

Table 2.2: Temperature dependence of rotational partition function for common molecular 
species. 

Using equations 2.23 and 2.27 and the definitions of line shape and line strength 

given above, the transmission and emission of radiation in individual layers in a model 

atmosphere can be calculated. The results from individual layers can be combined to 

produce a spectrum for a multi-layer atmosphere. The development of the multi-line, 

multi-layer radiative transfer model of the atmosphere is discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.5 C u r v e - o f - G r o w t h 

2.5.1 C u r v e - o f - G r o w t h : T h e o r y 

The total radiance measured by a radiometer is found by integrating equation 

2.26 over the spectral range of interest. In the case where the integral is taken over all 

wavenumbers, the total radiance is 

P O O 

L = B a ( l - e ~ k ^ 1 ) do W m " 2 s r" 1 ( c m " 1 ) " 1 (2.39) 
Jo 

In the optically thin, or low opacity limit, r S> 1, the ground-level radiance is 

found from equation 2.39 by taking e~T = 1 — r = 1 — k a n a v l . The total radiance of a 
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spectral line then becomes [20] 

OO 
L = S n a v l I Bado W m~ 2 s r" 1 ( c m " 1 ) " 1 (2.40) 

h 

The equivalent width or integrated absorptance, W, of a spectral line in the optically thin 

limit or weak regime is given by [11] 

W = S n a v l cm" 1 (2.41) 

In the optically thick, or high opacity limit, r > > 1, the radiance has the form 

[20] 
/•oo 

L = 2^S 7 n a v I Ba da W m " 2 sr" 1 ( cm" 1 ) " 1 (2.42) 
Jo 

where 7 is the half-width of the spectral line under standard conditions (STP). This half-

width is usually the same as the Lorentz half-width, 7 ^ . The equivalent width, W, of a 

spectral line in the optically thick limit or strong regime is given by [11] 

W = 2^/S 7 nav I cm" 1 

For cases between these extremes, the integral in equation 2.39 can be evaluated 

analytically, and the result is known as the Ladenberg-Reiche equation [20] 

L = 2njxe-x[JQ(x) + Ji(x)} W m " 2 s r" 1 ( cm" 1 ) " 1 (2.43) 

where J$(x) and J\(x) are the Bessel functions of order zero and one respectively, and 

imaginary argument. The quantity x is given by 

x = ~ (2.44) 
2TT7 V ; 
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Curve of G r o w t h Synthesized f r o m Lorentz Broadening Profile 

a o 

0 
o 

1*1 

200 

Figure 2.7: The simulated emission from a Lorentz broadened line at increasing absorber 
amounts. 

where 

u — n(z) dz = n a v l molecules • cm 
Jo (2.45) 

is the absorber amount along an atmospheric path of length I and average absorber density 

F^AV • 

The integrals in equations 2.39, 2.40, and 2.42 are for the wavenumber range of 

[0,oo], but in practice, for a band limited optical system, these integrals are only evaluated 

over the passband of the system as determined by the combined detector-filter response. 

The total radiance of a spectral line can be plotted as a function of the abundance 

of the emitting species, or absorber amount. This plot is known as a CURVE-OF-GROWTH. An 
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Figure 2.8: The curve-of-growth generated from a Lorentz broadened emission line for 
increasing absorber amounts. 

® 

IDL program was written to compute the curve-of-growth of a single Lorentz broadened 

spectral line. A Lorentz half-width of 0.1 cm" 1 and a normalized Planck radiance of 1 

were arbitrarily selected for use in the numerical simulation. Absorber amount was varied 

by increasing the path length, I, and leaving all other parameters (i.e. P, T, N) constant. 

Figure 2.7 shows the simulated spectral line for increasing absorber amounts while figure 

2.8 shows the corresponding curve-of-growth. 

When the emission and absorber amount are plotted on logarithmic scales, the 

curve-of-growth clearly shows the two limiting regimes from equations 2.40 and 2.42. These 
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equations describe a weak and a strong regime. In the weak regime, the area under the 

emission line grows linearly with increasing absorber amount. As the absorber amount 

continues to increase, the line eventually saturates as it reaches the Planck curve evaluated 

at the local atmospheric temperature. Further increase in the absorber amount only widens 

the saturated spectral line. At high levels of saturation (i.e. in the strong regime), the 

integrated area of the emission line increases as the square root of the absorber abundance. 

Because of the reduction in sensitivity to changes in absorber amount in the strong 

regime, radiometers are most effective when small amounts of the absorbing species are 

present, ensuring that the emission occurs in the weak regime. These conditions are 

frequently met for water vapour at high altitude sites, such as Mauna Kea and the Atacama 

plateau. 

The sensitivity of an infrared radiometer can be enhanced by selecting a bandpass 

that includes a large number of spectral lines. In the case of IRMA, the 20 jum region 

was selected for its numerous water vapour lines. The curve-of-growth associated with this 

region can be quite complicated, as many of the spectral lines saturate at different absorber 

amounts. Although the curve-of-growth can not be described analytically, it will have the 

same general form as that displayed in figure 2.8. 

2.5.2 O b t a i n i n g a C u r v e - o f - G r o w t h W i t h a n I n f r a r e d R a d i o m e t e r 

To obtain a curve-of-growth, the absorber amount viewed by a radiometer must 

be varied in a known way and plotted against the corresponding signal. In the laboratory, 
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this can be accomplished using a multi-pass gas cell, varying either the absorber amount in 

the cell, or increasing the number of passes. Using a gas cell has the advantage of keeping 

broadening conditions constant while the absorber amount is varied in a well-known way. 

In the atmosphere, there is no way to arbitrarily choose the amount of absorber (water 

vapour in the case of IRMA) viewed by the radiometer. Variation of water vapour amount 

in the atmosphere is accomplished using a method known as SKYDIPPING. If the vertical 

pressure, temperature, and absorber amount profiles can be assumed to be constant for a 

local section of atmosphere, then the observed absorber amount can be varied by tipping 

the radiometer through a range of zenith angles, thereby increasing the path length. 

Figure 2.9 illustrates the skydipping technique of obtaining a curve-of-growth with 

a radiometer. In this figure the effective path length is defined by the zenith angle, 9, is 

given by 

I = — (2.46) 
cosy 

where H is the height of the atmosphere. By definition, the radiometer views 1 airmass, 

corresponding to a path length of H, when it points to the zenith. For arbitrary zenith 

angles the path length can then be written as 

I = AH (2.47) 

where A= is airmass. If the atmosphere is horizontally homogeneous and is character

ized by an average absorber number density of NAV, then the absorber column abundance, 

U (molecules-cm - 2), viewed by the radiometer along the line-of-sight at any zenith angle is 
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Zenith 

Airmass: A = 1 

Path Length: I - h 

Absorber Amount: u = 

Observation Angle 

Airmass: A = — 
cos (8) 

Path Length: I = A h 

Absorber Amount: u = n ^ A h 

Figure 2.9: A curve-of-growth is obtained using the sky dip method, in which a radiometer 
tips through a range of zenith angles through a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. 

related to the zenith absorber amount, uzenuh, by 

u = tizenith A (molecules • c m - 2 ) (2.48) 

where 

Uzenith = nav h (molecules • cm" 2) (2.49) 

IRMA II was operated between December, 2000 to March, 2001 at the James Clerk 

Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) on the summit of Mauna Kea. During this time ~2000 skydips 

were obtained. The analysis of these skydips and the construction of a curve-of-growth are 

discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3 

Atmospheric Radiative Transfer 

Model 

3.1 O v e r v i e w 

This chapter deals with the development of a radiative transfer model of the atmo-

(r) 

sphere of the earth in IDL . Section 3.2: FASCODE Radiative Transfer Model describes 

the FASCODE radiative transfer model and discusses its strengths and weaknesses. Section 

3.3: Atmospheric Modelling describes the methods used to calculate pressure, temperature, 

and density for the individual layers of the atmospheric model. Section 3.4: Line Shape 

Modelling describes the process of calculating the Voigt line shape, the water vapour line 

shape, and water vapour continuum. Section 3.5: University of Lethbridge Transmittance 

and Radiance Model discusses the line-by-line, layer-by-layer algorithm of the model and 

presents results of the modelling program, including a comparison with the FASCODE 
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model. 

3.2 FASCODE Radiative Transfer Model 

Beginning in the 1970's, there was an effort to develop a fast radiative transfer 

model for the purposes of analyzing the spectral characteristics of the atmosphere. This 

model is known as the Fast Atmospheric Signature Code or by its acronym, FASCODE [9]. 

The FASCODE radiative transfer model has its origins in the atmospheric research division 

of the United States Air Force. Its original purpose was to allow for the identification of 

the spectral signatures of the exhaust emissions of enemy weapon systems. 

FASCODE is a well known radiative transfer model of the atmosphere which finds 

frequent use by researchers. The model has some flexibility with six different built-in 

atmospheric profiles of pressure, temperature, and molecular densities as a function of 

altitude. These atmospheric profiles are specific to certain geographic regions such as the 

tropics or mid-latitudes. The model also allows for a user defined atmospheric profile. 

FASCODE is also flexible in terms of the atmospheric path travelled by the radiation (e.g. 

ground to sky, sky to ground, sky to sky); the path can start and end at any altitude along 

any zenith angle. 

While FASCODE is a general purpose tool for radiative transfer modelling, it 

has two principal limitations that reduce its effectiveness for modelling the transmission 

spectrum of the atmosphere above Mauna Kea. The first limitation is that the program is 

general, rather than location-specific, because it was developed to model the atmosphere in 

any geographic area of the world. In particular, as shown in § 3.3.4, the atmosphere above 
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Mauna Kea is significantly different than the tropical atmospheric profile in the FASCODE 

database. 

The second principal limitation of FASCODE is that it was developed with the 

goal of simulating essentially an infinite number of observing geometries. As a result of 

this flexibility, FASCODE is well over 1000 pages of user-unfriendly Fortran code. The 

main program itself has 71,000 lines of code and is 700 pages long. Because of its size, it is 

not easy to make sensible changes to FASCODE and understand their impact throughout 

the program. 

FASCODE has proven useful as a radiative transfer model; however, it is too 

general to model accurately the atmosphere above Mauna Kea. These limitations created 

the impetus for the development of a simpler radiative transfer model in a modern computer 

language. The goals of developing a new model were to allow for a user-definable model 

atmosphere and to produce a well documented, user-friendly code. The development of the 

radiative transfer model, which was written in the fourth generation language Interactive 

Data Language (IDL ) [10], found in many active research environments, will be detailed 

in the following sections of this chapter. 
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dA 

~P(z+da) 

dz 

• 

dV 

P(z) 

Definition of pressure 
differential 

dP=P(z+dz) - P(z) 

Buoyant force on volume 
element dV 

FB=[P(z) - P(z+dz)| dA 
=-dPdA 

Gravitational force on 
volume element dV 

F g= - mg = - p(z) dz dA g 

Equilibrium condition 
F„ + F f = 0 yields the 
hydrostatic equation: 

dP= - g p(z) dz 

Figure 3.1: The hydrostatic equation describes the gravitationally induced vertical density 
profile p = p(z) where z is the altitude measured from ground level. 

3.3 Atmospheric Modelling 

3.3.1 P r e s s u r e , Dens i ty , a n d t h e H y d r o s t a t i c E q u a t i o n 

The atmosphere is bound to the earth by the gravitational field such that its 

pressure and density both decrease with increasing altitude. In the following analysis the 

atmosphere is assumed to be in static equilibrium. Under this assumption, the pressure, 

p, of the atmosphere at an altitude z can be found from the hydrostatic equation [11] 

dp = —gpdz (3.1) 
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Expressed in terms of density, equation 3.1 becomes 

dp —dz (3.4) 
p H 

where H = -^2- j s known as the scale height in m. This scale height represents the increase 

in altitude corresponding to a decrease in pressure by a factor of e, and is itself a function 

of altitude since MR, g, and T are all altitude dependent. The variation of temperature, 

T, with altitude is discussed in § 3.3.2. 

where 

GME _ 2 , 0 , 
9 { z ) = : W T ^ m's (3-2) 

is the acceleration due to gravity at altitude z. In equation 3.2, G = 6.673 x 1 0 - 1 1 m 3-

k g - 1 - s - 2 is the Newtonian constant of gravitation, ME = 5.974 x 10 2 4 kg is the mass of 

the earth, and R E = 6.378 x 106 m is the radius of the earth. At sea level, g(0) = 9.800 

m - s - 2 . As one moves upwards in the atmosphere, the value of g declines. At the summit 

of Mauna Kea, at an altitude of 4092 m, #(4092) = 9.787 m - s - 2 . In the upper-most part of 

the atmosphere, at an altitude of 50 km, the acceleration due to gravity is g(50 km) = 9.648 

m-s . 

From the equation of state for a perfect gas, the density, p, of the atmosphere is 

P = kg • m - 3 (3.3) 

where MR is the molar mass of the gas in kg-mol - 1 , p is the pressure in Pa, R = 8.314 

J - m o l - 1 - K - 1 is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. 
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Equation 3.4 can be integrated to give the pressure at an altitude of z as 

p d z 

p{z) = poe 0 ffW mbar (3-5) 

where po is the pressure at a reference altitude. Since the density of the gas is directly 

proportional to the pressure, it can be calculated using the formula 

p(z) = PQJ'q Tffa kg • m - 3 (3.6) 

where p 0 is the density at the reference altitude of ZQ. 

Finally, number density, n(z) is related to pressure by the equation 

n(z) = ^ f ) . molecules • m~ 3 (3.7) 
kBT(z) 

where kB = 1-381 x 10~~23 J - K - 1 is the Boltzmann constant, and T(z) is the temperature 

in K. 

Using equations 3.5 and 3.7, it is straight forward to calculate the pressure and 

molecular number density at any altitude in the atmosphere. However, in order to calculate 

the overall transmission and emission, it is necessary to divide the atmosphere into layers 

such that several layers span each scale-height-sized section in the atmosphere. Further

more, the atmosphere in each layer is treated as being homogeneous throughout the layer 

by finding equivalent values for each of the atmospheric parameters. 

Since pressure and number density do not vary linearly through the layer, a simple 

average of the layer boundary values of these quantities is, in general, not adequate to 

describe the overall conditions of the layer. An equivalent pressure can be found for each 
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layer by calculating a weighted average of the pressure throughout the layer. The weighted 

average of pressure in a layer is found by [11] 

P^JPJ^ m b a r ( 3 . 8 ) 

J du 

where du = n(z) dz. This averaging procedure is known as the Curtis-Gods on approxima

tion. 

In essence, equation 3.8 accounts for the fact that pressure is not linearly dependent 

on altitude. From the equivalent pressure, an equivalent density, p, can be calculated from 

equation 3.3 and an equivalent number density, n, can be calculated from equation 3.7 

using the average temperature from equation 3.19 in the next section. The equivalent layer 

values of pressure, temperature, and density define the physical characteristics of the layer 

and are the inputs to the radiative transfer program. 

3.3.2 A t m o s p h e r i c T e m p e r a t u r e Prof i le 

If an element of gas moves adiabatically in the atmosphere, the first law of ther

modynamics requires that 

cv dT = -p dV (3.9) 

where Cy is the specific heat capacity of the atmosphere at a constant volume in J-kg~ 1 -K - 1 . 

If V is the specific volume containing a gram of molecules, then the ideal gas law gives 

dV = ^ d T - ^ d p (3.10) 
p pz 
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where NO = 1/M and M is the molecular mass of the atmosphere. Since CP = Cy + NOKS, 

equation 3.10 can be rewritten as 

Cp dT = N ° k B T dp = V dp=- dp (3.11) 
p p 

Using the hydrostatic equation (equation 3.1), a relation between height and atmospheric 

temperature can be defined [11] 

^ = ^ = - r ( / K - m " 1 (3.12) 

dz cp 

where Cp is the specific heat capacity of the atmosphere at constant pressure in J-kg^-K - - 1 

and r<2 is known as the adiabatic lapse rate. For dry air, Cp = 1005 J-kg^-K" 1 , which 

gives an adiabatic lapse rate of F^ ~ 10 K-km - 1 . This means that for every increase in 

altitude of 1 km, the temperature of the atmosphere drops by 10 K. 

Equation 3.12 excludes water vapour from the atmosphere. Water can exist as 

solid, liquid, or gas in the atmosphere. When the presence of water in the atmosphere is 

taken into account, a wet adiabatic lapse rate is given by [21] 

Tz = l + {L/cJ){dWs/dT) = ~ r K'm"^1 ( 3 - 1 3 ) 

where ws is the mass of saturated water per mass of air and L is the latent heat of vapor

ization. The wet lapse rate is about half the dry lapse rate, around 5 K-km - 1 . 

The sizable temperature gradient in the atmosphere leads to convection of both 

dry air and wet air, resulting in a mix of temperature gradients. Due to this convective 

mixing, the troposphere has an average lapse rate of 6.5 K-km" 1 [21]. Recent measurements 

by balloon-borne radiosondes launched from Hilo, Hawaii have shown that the atmosphere 
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above Mauna Kea has an average lapse rate of about 5.6 K km""1 [22]. This was confirmed 

by an analysis of 80 radiosondes launched from Hilo airport in 1999. The radiosonde data 

were averaged together and an IDL program was written to find the lapse rate of the average 

pressure-temperature curve (shown as the black line in figure 3.2). The average lapse rate 

for the atmosphere above Mauna Kea was determined to be 5.7 ± 0.9 K-km - 1 . The 

theoretical pressure-temperature curve with a lapse rate of 5.7 K km""1 used by ULTRAM 

is shown in the figure as the green line, while the error is represented by the red curves. 

The pressure-temperature curve from the FASCODE tropical atmosphere profile is shown 

as a blue line in figure 3.2. The pressure-temperature curve used by ULTRAM is much 

closer to the average of the radiosonde data than the FASCODE curve. 

In the lower atmosphere, the temperature decreases with increasing altitude. In 

the upper atmosphere, however, it is important to consider a number of reactions involving 

oxygen, known as the Chapman reactions [21]. Molecular oxygen is photodissociated by 

absorption in the Herzberg continuum according to 

The atomic oxygen then bonds to 0 2 in the presence of an unspecified third body, M, to 

form ozone 

0 2 + hi/ -»• 20 (3.14) 

O + 0 2 + M 0 3 + M (3.15) 

Both O and O3 are destroyed by 

0 + 0 3 2 0 2 
(3.16) 
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Average Radiosonde, FASCODE, and ULTRAM P-T Curves 

Temperature(K) 

Figure 3.2: A comparison of the average of radiosonde data above Mauna Kea (black) with 
the pressure-temperature curves from the FASCODE tropical atmosphere profile (blue) 
and ULTRAM (green) calculated with a lapse rate of 5.7 ± 0.9 K/km. The error in the 
ULTRAM lapse rate is represented by the pair of red lines. 

and O3 is converted back to O by. among other processes 

O 3 + hu -> 0 2 + O (3.17) 

resulting in a temperature increase. This increased temperature creates an inversion layer. 

effectively decoupling the lower atmosphere (troposphere) from the stratosphere. The high

est concentrations of ozone are found in the stratosphere (10 - 50 km) with peak ozone 

levels at an altitude of ~25 km in the tropics. The principle source of heating in the 

ozone layer is due to the ozone dissociation as shown in equation 3.17. Since the increase 

in temperature is non-linear and dependent on latitude (as is the concentration of ozone), 
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modelling the temperature is difficult at these altitudes. In this thesis, the temperature 

of the atmosphere at altitudes where ozone heating is significant has been taken from the 

tabulated temperature data in the tropical atmosphere model in FASCODE. 

In ULTRAM, the temperature at a layer boundary at altitude z is given by 

TO) = T0-T-z K (3.18) 

where To is the base temperature and F is the temperature lapse rate of 5.7 K-km - 1 . Above 

an altitude of 12 km, heating due to the absorption of ultraviolet radiation by ozone leads 

to an increase in temperature and, as mentioned above, temperature data for this region 

have been taken from the tropical atmospheric model in FASCODE. 

Other computations in the model are simplified if the temperature is constant 

through a layer. Since the temperature varies almost linearly with altitude, the equivalent 

temperature of a layer is found by taking the average of the temperatures at the layer 

boundaries 

T = 3i±3f±±) K (3.19) 

This is the equivalent temperature of the layer mentioned in § 3.3.1. 

3 . 3 . 3 Mo lecu l a r C o n s t i t u e n t s in t h e A t m o s p h e r e 

This thesis is primarily concerned with two spectral regions: the submillimeter 

region (5 c m - 1 - 35 cm" 1 ) and the mid-infrared region (475 cm" 1 - 575 cm" 1 ) . The 

primary absorbing molecular species in the submillimeter region are water vapour, molecular 
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ULTRAM determines the column abundances of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and ozone 

using the tabulated mixing ratios from the FASCODE tropical atmospheric model. First, 

oxygen, and ozone. In the mid-infrared region, the primary absorbers are water vapour, 

carbon dioxide, and nitrous oxide ( N 2 O ) . 

ULTRAM adopted the FASCODE formalism in which tabulated values of mixing 

ratios are stored in the atmospheric model database. The volume mixing ratio is defined as 

the ratio of the number of molecules of a certain species, Ng, to the total number molecules, 

NT 

r = WT

 ( 3 " 2 0 ) 

The mixing ratio for a given absorber varies with height, so the mixing ratios at the bound

aries of a layer have been determined through spline interpolation. By choosing sufficiently 

thin layers (i.e. with several per scale height), an equivalent mixing ratio, equal to the 

average of the mixing ratios at the layer boundaries, can be assigned to each layer 

f=r(z)+r(z + dz) (3_21) 

This mixing ratio is used to calculate the average number density of molecules of 

a certain species, n j , in a layer by 

= rn molecules • c m - 3 (3.22) 

where n is the average number density of all molecules in the layer. A column abundance 

of a certain species, dug, for the layer can then be calculated, giving 

dug = n~g~dz molecules • c m - 2 (3.23) 
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the mixing ratios at the layer boundaries are found by spline interpolation of the tabulated 

data. Average mixing ratios for each molecule are determined using equation 3.21 and these 

are used to determine average molecular number densities with equation 3.22. Finally, 

molecular column abundances for each molecule are determined from equation 3.23. 

Water vapour is a minor constituent of the troposphere with concentrations of

ten measured in parts per million. However, it is a major contributor in both spectral 

regions of interest. The distribution of water vapour is not well known; unlike the other 

gases discussed, water vapour is highly polar and can form strong intermolecular hydrogen 

bonds. These intermolecular hydrogen bonds often lead to the clustering of the water 

vapour molecules, forming polymers and, ultimately, raindrops. One might expect that 

water vapour should be distributed exponentially with a scale height found by 

where MH2O = 18.02 g-mol 1 is the molar mass of water. At the summit of Mauna Kea, 

where temperatures are typically near 270 K and g = 9.787 m - s - 2 , equation 3.24 gives a 

scale height for water vapour of HH2Q — 12.73 km. However, this scale height is much 

larger than the scale height of water vapour observed in the real atmosphere, HH2O — 2 

km. This reduction in the scale height is due to the fact that water vapour precipitates 

out of the atmosphere at relatively high temperatures compared to other gases. 

In this approximation, the number density of water vapour at height z can be 

expressed as 

HH2O = 
RT km (3.24) 

gMH2o 

H molecules • cm (3.25) 
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where nfj2Ofi I S the number density of water vapour at the base altitude and HH20 = 2 

km. Following the previous analysis, a Curtis-Godson approximation can be used to give 

an average number density of water vapour in a layer. 

Another measure of the amount of water vapour in the atmosphere is known as 

the precipitable water vapour (pwv). If all of the water vapour in a column of atmosphere 

above a unit area was condensed into a container, then the precipitable water vapour is the 

depth of the condensed water in millimeters (mm). 

Another convenient measure of the amount of a species in the atmosphere is known 

as partial pressure. The partial pressure of a species is the pressure exerted only by 

molecules of the species of interest. The partial pressure, eg, is related to the volume 

mixing ratio by 

eg(z) = r(z) p(z) mbar (3.26) 

where p(z) is the pressure at the same altitude as the mixing ratio, r(z). An average 

partial pressure can be computed by simply replacing the values in equation 3.26 with their 

respective averages. 

3.3.4 C o m p a r i s o n of U L T R A M A t m o s p h e r e t o Hi lo R a d i o s o n d e s 

Figure 3.3 shows the average pressure-temperature curve determined from 80 ra

diosondes launched from Hilo airport, located nearby Mauna Kea. The black curve in the 

figure is the average pressure-temperature curve, while the red curves represent a LA error. 

The green curve in the figure shows the pressure-temperature curve from the atmospheric 
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Average Radiosonde, FASCODE, and ULTRAM P-T Curves 

200 220 240 260 
Temperature(K) 

Figure 3.3: A comparison of the average of the radiosonde data (black) with the pressure-
temperature curve from the FASCODE tropical atmosphere model (blue) and the pressure-
temperature curve of ULTRAM (green). The standard deviation of the radiosonde data is 
shown in red. 

model of ULTRAM. This curve was determined from equations 3.5 and 3.18 using a pres

sure of 625 mbar, an air temperature of 273 K, and a lapse rate of 5.7 K km" 1 , typical 

conditions at the summit of Mauna Kea. 

The theoretical pressure-temperature curve fits well with the average of the ra

diosonde data. From this, it can be seen that the atmospheric model used by ULTRAM is 

in close agreement with the measured profile of the atmosphere above Mauna Kea. 
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3.4 Radia t ive Transfer Model 

3.4.1 S p e c t r a l L ine S h a p e in t h e R e a l A t m o s p h e r e 

In § 2.4.2, several broadening mechanisms and their associated line shapes were 

discussed. Both the Lorentz and Doppler line shapes must be considered when modelling 

spectral lines in the atmosphere. The Lorentz line shape is dominant at the lower altitudes 

where the pressure is high and molecular collisions occur more frequently. The Doppler 

line shape becomes dominant in the upper atmosphere where the pressure is lower, reducing 

the Lorentzian contribution to line width. 

In the mid-altitude atmosphere, where neither Lorentz nor Doppler are dominant, 

the Voigt line shape, shown in figure 3.4, is used. The Voigt line shape, a convolution of 

the Lorentz and Doppler shapes, resembles the broad Lorentz shape at high pressures. At 

low pressures the Voigt shape closely resembles the thinner Doppler shape. Between the 

Doppler and Lorentz regimes, the Voigt shape is a mix of both line shapes, with a strong 

central component similar to the Doppler shape and broad wings reflecting the Lorentz 

component. The equation for the Voigt line shape is [23] 

cm (3.27) 

where 

(3.28) 

and 

o" - 0-Q (3.29) 
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Figure 3.4: A comparison of the Voigt line shape function (black), the Doppler line shape 
function (orange), and the Lorentz line shape function (red). 

In figure 3.4, the Voigt line shape function is calculated using Doppler and Lorentz 

line shapes of the same half-width. AH three of the line shapes in the figure were normalized 

to unit area so that they all represent the same amount of absorption. 

The Voigt line shape is the best representation of the actual line shape for most 

spectral lines in the atmosphere. It accurately reproduces the Doppler-dominated shape 

of ozone lines as well as the broad. Lorentz-dominated line shape of water vapour lines. 

It would be challenging to develop a numerical method of integration for this function. 

Fortunately, IDL has a built in routine to calculate the value of the Voigt function at any 

distance from the line center and this has been used to calculate line shapes in the present 
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model. 

One problem with the Voigt line profile is that is does not accurately model the 

behavior of water vapour lines [24]. The special line shape used to model water vapour is 

discussed in the next section. 

3.4.2 W a t e r V a p o u r S p e c t r a l Line S h a p e a n d C o n t i n u u m 

The shape of water vapour lines is radically different from that of any other species. 

Since water vapour is only found in the lower reaches of the atmosphere, its line shape 

somewhat resembles the pressure broadened Lorentzian profile. However, the line wings 

are significantly stronger than any other species. In fact, these line wings often extend 

beyond 25 c m - 1 from the line center. 

The strong line wings of water vapour are thought to be due to the strong polar 

nature of this molecule [24] which allows it to form strong associations with other water 

molecules in the atmosphere. Due to their polar nature, water vapour molecules experience 

prolonged interactions during collisions. The Lorentz line shape is a good representation 

for those molecules where collisions are instantaneous but it cannot accurately describe the 

line shape of the spectral lines of water vapour. 

Following the work of Clough, Kneizys, and Davies (CKD) [24], the water vapour 

line shape is expressed with an absorption coefficient of 

kH2o = k,ine + kcont (3.30) 
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Figure 3.5: A plot of the pedestal function subtracted from the line shape function of water 
vapour. 

where kiine is the absorption coefficient for line shape and fccont is an empirical correction 

term known as the water vapour continuum. The CKD continuum coefficients used in this 

thesis were obtained from version 3 of the FASCODE program [25]. 

The theoretical portion of the water vapour line shape, is given by the Voigt 

line shape with a pedestal-shaped function subtracted from it. The pedestal shape function 

is given by [24] 

fpedestal — 
1 7 l 
7T 25 2 + JI cm (3.31) 
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Wavenumber (cm1 ) 

Figure 3.6: A plot, of the CKD self-continuum coefficients, 

for \a =p a0\ < 25 cm" 1 and 

fpedestal = ~ , _ , •> c m (3.32) 
7T (cr =F " o r + 11 

for |<r =f ( T 0 | > 25 cm" 1 , where j L is the half width of the Lorentz line shape and is the 

line center wavenumber. Figure 3.5 shows the pedestal function for the Voigt line shape 

function defined above. 

The subtraction of the pedestal function from the Voigt shape function removes 

the line wings from the water line. If the contributions of all real water vapour line wings 

are summed together, the result is a smoothly varying continuum curve. Since water 
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vapour lines are broadened by collisions with other water vapour molecules and foreign 

species, the line wings have both a self-broadened contribution and a foreign-broadened 

contribution. The contributions are quantified by two sets of coefficients, the self-coefficients 

shown in figure 3.6 and the foreign-coefficients shown in figure 3.7. Both the self-coefficients 

and foreign-coefficients are stored in tabular form in the FASCODE program. The self-

coefficients are stored for two temperatures, 260 K and 296 K, and must be corrected to 

the temperature of the layer using the equation [9] 

where C 2 9 6 is the self-coefficient for 296 K, C 2 6 0 is the self-coefficient for 260 K, and T 

is the equivalent temperature of the layer. The foreign-coefficients are not affected by 

temperature and need no correction. 

where (3 = e is the partial pressure of water vapour in Pa, p is the pressure of the 

atmosphere in Pa, and po is the base pressure of 1.013 xlO 5 Pa. 

T - 2 9 6 

(3.33) 

The opacity due to the water vapour continuum is given by [26] 

(3.34) 
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Figure 3.7: A plot of the CKD foreign-continuum coefficients. 

3.5 University of Lethbridge Transmittance and Radiance 

Atmospheric Model 

3,5.1 M o d e l D e s c r i p t i o n 

The University of Lethbridge Transmittance and Radiance Atmospheric Model, 

(R) (R) 

or ULTRAM, was written in Interactive Data Language 5.4 (IDL 5 . 4 W ) [10]. IDL was 

chosen as the development language because of its powerful array processing capabilities. 

Most radiative transfer models, such as FASCODE and ULTRAM, are known as 
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line-by-line, layer-by-layer radiative transfer models because of the method used. The term 

'line-by-line' refers to the fact that the contribution to opacity at a specific wavelength by 

each spectral line must be calculated separately. These contributions can then be summed 

together using equation 2.29 to give the overall opacity. The 'layer-by-layer' term refers to 

the fact that the model approximates the atmosphere as a series of layers, extending from 

space to ground. The spectral conditions are calculated for each layer in sequence from 

space to the ground, tracking the absorption and emission of radiation through the layers. 

The IDL array routines are well suited to efficient line-by-line calculations. Most 

computer languages need to loop through each line to calculate its contribution to opacity 

at the given wavenumber. This would take a large amount of time since there are thousands 

(R) 
of spectral lines contributing to the opacity. IDL can handle the line-by-line calculation 

using large arrays of line parameters instead of looping through each line individually. This 

(R) 

advantage is due to the specially developed array processing routines that set IDL apart 

from other computer languages. 

The main goal in the development of ULTRAM was to provide the user with 

the flexibility to model radiative transfer under local conditions. The compactness of 

the IDL code allows users to customize ULTRAM for their own specific purposes while 

saving them from unpredictable consequences in other parts of the code, as was a danger 

with FASCODE. 

ULTRAM is a user-friendly and flexible program. Users can generate their own 

model atmospheres using the MAKE-ATMOSPHERE program, select either the radiance 

or the transmittance of the atmosphere, uses the CKD continuum coefficients from version 
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ULTRAM Layer Grid 7 Model Overview 
ATMOSPHERE PROFILE 

- Performs spline interpolation of tropical atmosphere 
profile in FASCODE to ULTRAM layer grid 

- Determines pressures, temperatures, densities, and 
mixing ratios at layer boundaries above 12 km 

- Calculates pressures, temperatures, and densities for ULTRAM layer boundaries 
below 12 km. Loads FASCODE boundary values above 12 km. 

- Calculates equivalent pressures, temperatures, and densities for layers using 
Curtis-Godson calculation 

- Calculates molecular column densities for layers 

i 
/ Model Atmosphere Layers / / Spectral Line Database/ 

MAKE ATMOSPHERE 

ULTRAM 

- Loads and selects spectral lines to be modeled 

- Performs line-by-line, layer-by-layer calculation of 
opacity, transmission, or radiance 

- Returns results as file or graphic 

Figure 3.8: Flowchart outlining the general operation of ULTRAM. 

3 of the FASCODE program [25] water vapour continuum, or choose not to include the 

continuum component. Further customizing of features is easily accomplished. 

3.5.2 M o d e l A l g o r i t h m 

One of the important inputs to the ULTRAM program are the atmospheric layer 

boundaries. The default layer boundaries for ULTRAM were defined by iteratively de-
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Layer Altitude Layer Thickness Number of Layers 
4092 - 4500 m 408 m 1 
4500 - 12000 m 500 m 15 
12 - 30 km 2 km 9 
30 - 50 km 4 km 5 

Table 3.1: Default ULTRAM layer thicknesses. 

creasing the layer thickness from 5 km to 100 m through the entire atmosphere and making 

comparisons to determine the difference in the spectra produced. The desire for efficiency 

in the model required that the number of layers be few enough to produce a spectrum in a 

reasonable time frame (~20 minutes) but be thin enough to allow for an accurate spectrum 

to be produced. It was found that in the lower atmosphere (4092 m to 12000 m), where 

water vapour is present with a scale height of ^ 2 km, that layers of 500 m thickness were 

the optimum size to balance accuracy with efficiency. In the stratosphere, from 12 km to 

30 km, layers of 2 km thickness provided the best balance. From 30 to 50 km, layers of 4 

km thickness were used. This layering scheme, shown in table 3.1, is the default; however, 

the user can input whatever layering scheme he or she chooses. 

The flowchart in figure 3.8 gives a general outline of the model algorithm. The 

first step in the modelling program is to perform a spline interpolation of the FASCODE 

atmospheric parameters to the same layering grid as used by ULTRAM. These parameters 

will be used to describe the atmosphere above 12 km altitude since the modelling of this 

region is beyond the scope of this thesis. Next, ULTRAM creates a model atmosphere by 

calculating pressures, densities, and temperatures for layers below 12 km from the equations 

in § 3.3 and combining them with the parameters for layers above 12 km from FASCODE. 

Finally, the model atmosphere file is passed to the main radiative transfer model program 
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which loads the spectral lines to be used and performs the radiative transfer simulation. 

Each of these processes is described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

The first step in the modelling process is to create a profile of the various atmo

spheric parameters (P, T, n, ng, etc.). A program, ATMOSPHERE-PROFILE, was created 

to perform a natural cubic spline interpolation of the FASCODE; tropical atmosphere profile. 

This interpolates the profile to either the default layer boundaries or boundaries specified 

by the user. These quantities are stored in a file for use with the MAKE_ATMOSPHERE 

program. The program accepts a base pressure and temperature and then calculates the 

pressures at the layer boundaries using equation 3.5 and the boundary temperatures using 

equation 3.18. Above an altitude of 12 km, the ozone layer begins to affect the temperature 

and pressure of the layers. At this point the program uses the splined values from the FAS

CODE tropical atmosphere profile. The MAKE-ATMOSPHERE program performs the 

Curtis Godson approximation from equation 3.8 to find equivalent pressures for the layers. 

Using equation 3.7, the average molecular densities for the layers are calculated. Average 

mixing ratios from the FASCODE profile are used with equation 3.22 to find the layer 

column abundances for each molecular species. The temperature at the layer boundaries 

below 12 km is found using equation 3.18 and the mean layer equivalent temperatures are 

found using equation 3.19. The equivalent values for pressure, temperature, densities, and 

column abundances are stored in a file for inspection and for use by ULTRAM. 

After the model atmosphere has been defined, the main radiative transfer mod

elling routine begins. The main model program, called ULTRAM, begins by loading in the 

atmosphere files produced by MAKE-ATMOSPHERE. It also loads the spectral line data 
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/Model Atmosphere Layers/ /Spectral Line Database/ 

SELECT LINES 

- Load top-most layer parameters 

— w 

- Calculate Lorentz halfwidth of each line 

- Calculate equivalent depths of each absorption line 

- Flag any line with equivalent depth less than 0.005 

Load layer parameters of 
next-lowest layer 

No 

- Remove from database all lines which were flagged in all layers of the 
atmosphere 

1 
/Usable Spectral Line Data/ 

Figure 3.9: Flowchart of the SELECT-LINES function, which selects spectral lines of high 
enough intensity to include in the radiative transfer calculation. 

from a file produced earlier from the Hitran database [16]. Using the function MOLECU

LAR-LINES, all relevant line data is loaded into a variable for use with the model. This 

line data is used by the function SELECT-LINES which selects only lines above a certain 

intensity threshold to optimize the radiative transfer computation. 

The function SELECT-LINES, shown in the flowchart in figure 3.9, makes use 
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of the weak approximation of the integrated absorptance (equation 2.41) of an absorption 

line to determine if it should be included in the modelling run, increasing the efficiency 

of ULTRAM by removing lines too weak to be seen. Starting with the top layer of the 

atmosphere, the layer parameters are loaded in to the function. The function calculates the 

Lorentz half-width of each spectral line using equation 2.35 and uses this to calculate the 

equivalent depth of the absorption line using the weak approximation from equation 2.41. 

An arbitrary depth limit is set at 0.005. Any spectral lines with depths less than 0.005 

(equivalent to 0.5% absorption) for the layer are flagged. This process is repeated for each 

layer, moving downwards to ground level, and any spectral lines which were flagged for all 

of the layers are removed from the spectral line database. This reduced line database is 

passed back to the main program for use in the radiative transfer calculations. 

The main program begins the radiative transfer modelling by passing the spectral 

line data, atmospheric profile, and molecular abundance data to the LAYERS function, 

shown in the flowchart in figure 3.10. This function calculates either the transmittance or 

radiance at the given wavenumber using the radiative transfer method. LAYERS is the 

engine of the program that does the line-by-line, layer-by-layer calculations. The function 

begins by selecting the spectral lines whose line centers are within 25 c m - 1 of the current 

wavenumber since lines outside this range have negligible contributions to the absorption 

coefficient, ka. In the case of ozone lines with their much narrower Doppler profile, only 

spectral lines within 1 c m - 1 of the current wavenumber are accepted, further increasing the 

efficiency of the computation. 

After the lines relevant to the calculation have been selected, the function loads 
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Model Atmosphere Layers, -fr- Spectral Line Database 

| SELECTJLINES 

Spectral Line Data/ 

LAYERS 

-Start at lowest wavenumber in range given. 

• Start at highest layer in model atmosphere. Set initial opacity/emission = 0. 

- Calculate equivalent pressure and temperature of layer. 

- For each molecular species included, calculate equivalent partial 
pressure, layer column abundance, Lorentz and Doppler halfwidths for 
all spectral lines included, Voigt line shapes, spectral line strengths, and 
contributions to layer opacity. 

- Calculate water vapour continuum contribution to opacity (if 
activated). 

- Add layer opacity to running total. Calculate intensity at bottom of 
layer. 

- Return fractional absorption or emission at given wavenumber, depending 
on user selection 

Yes: 
Advance to next 
wavenumber in 
range 

Figure 3.10: Flowchart of the LAYERS function, the main engine of ULTRAM. 
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the parameters for the top layer of the atmosphere. The function calculates the partial 

pressure of each species using equation 3.26. Next, the Doppler widths and Lorentz half-

widths of all the lines are calculated using equations 2.33 and 2.35 respectively. Then, 

the values of the line shapes at the given wavenumber are calculated using the Voigt line 

shape function which is based on equation 3.27. The water vapour spectral line shapes 

are modified by subtracting the pedestal function given in equations 3.31 and 3.32. The 

spectral line strength values at the given wavenumber are calculated using equation 2.38. 

Finally, the contribution of each line to an overall opacity is calculated using equation ?? 

with equations 3.23 and 2.27. After the opacity contributions of all spectral lines have been 

calculated, they are summed to give an overall opacity at the current wavenumber due to 

spectral lines for the layer. 

The next step is to calculate the contribution of the water vapour continuum if it 

is to be included. First, the partial pressure of water vapour and of the remainder of the 

atmosphere are calculated. Next, the self-continuum coefficient is corrected for the layer 

temperature. The total opacity contribution of the water vapour continuum for the layer 

is then calculated using equation 3.34. 

The total opacity of the line is then calculated as the sum of the line opacity and 

the continuum opacity. The opacity for the layer is then added to a running total of the 

opacity. If the model is set to return radiance, this total opacity is used in equation 2.22 

to calculate the intensity of radiation exiting the bottom of the layer. The radiance at the 

top of the atmosphere is taken to be zero. The algorithm repeats the process for each layer 

of the atmosphere, moving down one layer at a time. 
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If the model is set to return radiance, the LAYERS function calculates the intensity 

exiting from the bottom layer of the atmosphere. If the model is set to give transmittance, 

the LAYERS function returns the total opacity at the bottom of the atmosphere. The 

LAYERS function returns to the main program the radiance or transmittance for each 

sample point in the spectrum. At this stage it is customary to convolve the spectrum with 

the instrument line shape (ILS) function of a spectrometer, simulating an actual measure

ment. This allows the user to produce a spectrum that one would expect to observe with 

a specific spectrometer. In the present case, the spectrum was convolved with a Gaussian 

ILS having a full-width at half-max of 0.005 cm" 1 . Other common ILS' such as triangle, 

sine, or sinc-squared are also available. 

3.5.3 U L T R A M R e s u l t s 

As was mentioned in § 3.3.3, this thesis is concerned with two main spectral regions: 

the SCUBA submillimeter range from 5 cm" 1 to 35 cm" 1 and the IRMA mid-infrared 

range from 475 cm" 1 to 575 cm" 1 . Each of these spectral regions must be modelled 

accurately in order to obtain a clear understanding of the correlations between water vapour 

measurements with IRMA and SCUBA. Table 3.2 highlights several parameters involved 

in modelling each spectral region. 

It was considered important as a first step to ensure that ULTRAM gave the same 

results as FASCODE under the same conditions. Both ULTRAM and FASCODE allow 

the user to select the output to be returned in terms of transmittance (between 0 and 1) 
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Submillimeter MIR 
Range (cm - 1 ) 5 - 3 5 475 - 575 
Resolution ( cm - 1 ) 0.001 0.001 
Layers 31 31 
H 2 O Lines 299 551 
O 3 Lines 2237 120 
O 2 Lines 243 0 
C O 2 Lines 0 2107 
Total Lines 2779 2778 
Time (s) 738 1790 

Table 3.2: Radiative transfer modelling parameters for the submillimeter and mid-infrared 
regions. 

or in terms of radiance (W m^ 2 s r - 1 c m - 1 ) . Astronomers are usually interested in trans

mittance data because it reveals wavelength ranges which are 'windows' for observations of 

astronomical objects. Radiance data are more appropriate for applications which involve 

remotely sensing molecular abundances in the atmosphere. Each of these output selec

tions (transmission or radiance) can be returned by ULTRAM as either a spectrum for a 

given precipitable water vapour amount or as a three-dimensional data cube with varying 

precipitable water vapour amounts. 

One difference between the models is that FASCODE used the 1986 version of the 

Hitran molecular line database [27] while ULTRAM used the 2000 version of the Hitran 

database [18]. This latest version of the Hitran database has updated values for spectral 

line strengths and half-widths. In particular, one of the improvements is the inclusion of 

self broadening values. A comparison of spectra obtained using the two databases with the 

same atmospheric layers will show some subtle differences due to updates in the spectral 

line parameters. 

For the comparison with FASCODE, 1 mm pwv was chosen as the standard column 
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abundance of water vapour. Since FASCODE is not easily changed, ULTRAM used the 

same atmospheric layers as those produced by running the FASCODE auto-layering rou

tine. Both models were run with identical layer parameters (i.e. pressures, temperatures, 

molecular densities, layer boundaries). 

Figure 3.11 shows the submillimeter transmission spectra as produced by FAS

CODE (black) and ULTRAM (red). The ULTRAM spectrum is displaced vertically for 

clarity. The top panel in the figure shows the entire submillimeter range. Two submil

limeter windows can be seen: one from 20 c m - 1 to 24 cm" 1 (known as the 450 um window) 

and another from 26 c m - 1 to 30 cm" 1 (known as the 350 um window). The middle panel 

shows an expanded view of the 450 um window. A strong water vapour line can be seen 

centered on 20.7 cm" 1 and an oxygen line can be seen at about 23.85 cm" 1 . The shallow, 

narrow spectral lines across the top of each spectrum are a manifold of ozone lines. The 

bottom panel shows a further expansion of the complex manifold of spectral lines. Spectral 

lines of water vapour, ozone, and oxygen are present in this region. The spectra are seen 

to be in excellent agreement. 

The mid-infrared transmission spectrum is shown in figure 3.12. Again, the UL

TRAM spectrum (red) is shifted vertically from the FASCODE spectrum (black) for clarity. 

The top panel shows the IRMA range from 500 cm" 1 to 550 cm" 1 . This spectral range 

includes numerous water vapour lines and carbon dioxide lines. The middle panel is an ex

panded view of one of the windows in this region. It shows several water vapour lines (such 

as the one at about 534.25 cm" 1 ) . A close inspection of this panel shows subtle differences 

in the lines produced by FASCODE and ULTRAM. For example, the water vapour line at 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of simulated mid-infrared transmission spectra for 1 mm pwv from 
ULTRAM (red) and FASCODE (black). 
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about 528.75 cm" 1 appears weaker in the ULTRAM output than in the FASCODE output. 

This is due to an adjustment of the line parameters in the updated Hitran spectral line 

database. The bottom panel of the figure shows a further expansion of a portion of the 

window. Again, the spectral lines in the ULTRAM output are subtly different from the 

FASCODE output due to updates in the line parameters in the newer database. Despite 

the changes in the spectral line database, ULTRAM shows a high level of agreement with 

FASCODE in this spectral region. 

Figure 3.13 compares the submillimeter emission spectra from ULTRAM and FAS

CODE. The ULTRAM spectrum (red) is again vertically displaced above the FASCODE 

spectrum (black) for clarity. The top panel of the figure shows the entire submillimeter 

region and is populated with spectral lines of water vapour, oxygen, and ozone. The middle 

panel shows an expanded view of the 450 um window with a strong water vapour line at 

about 21.7 cm" 1 , an oxygen line at about 23.85 cm" 1 , and a manifold of weak ozone lines 

between them. The bottom panel is a further expanded view of this window, focusing on 

the complex region between 21.8 cm" 1 and 22.1 cm" 1 . The models show a high level of 

agreement in this spectral region. 

Figure 3.14 shows the comparison of mid-infrared emission spectra. Good agree

ment between the models is seen and differences in the line parameters are evident in this 

figure. An important difference between the spectra in these two regions is in the baseline 

slopes of the spectra. The slope in the submillimeter region is due to the slope of the 

Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the Planck function. The mid-infrared region has a smaller slope 

because the Planck function is near its peak at these wavenumbers. 
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Comparison of FASCODE and ULTRAM Radiance for lmm pwv 
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of simulated (sub)millimeter radiance spectra for 1 mm pwv from 
ULTRAM (red) and FASCODE (black). 
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Figure 3.14: A comparison of the simulated mid-infrared radiance spectra produced by 
ULTRAM (red) and FASCODE (black). 
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Since ULTRAM has been shown capable of replicating the FASCODE output, 

it can be used to model spectra at submillimeter and mid-infrared wavelengths. Using 

ULTRAM, it is possible to investigate the effects of changing the pressure, temperature, 

and molecular abundance profiles of the atmosphere. To construct a data cube, ULTRAM 

is run several times, increasing the precipitable water vapour amount by 0.1 mm each time. 

The resulting data set, covering a range of 0.1 - 2.0 mm pwv, can be plotted in 3 dimensions 

(wavenumber, transmission or emission, mm pwv), to show the evolution of the spectra with 

changing water vapour amounts. The data cube forms a comprehensive database which 

can be used to study radiometer bands under different atmospheric conditions. 

ULTRAM has been shown to accurately reproduce results from FASCODE calcu

lations. Because of its flexibility, ULTRAM can be used to investigate theoretically the 

correlation between measurements of the radiance of water vapour at submillimeter and 

mid-infrared wavelengths. This investigation provides an independent theoretical basis 

for a comparison with the results obtained with IRMA II and SCUBA on Mauna Kea as 

presented in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 

IRMA II Hardware 

4 .1 Overview 

This chapter reviews the design and construction of the IRMA radiometer by a 

previous graduate student, Mr. Graeme Smith, and describes the upgrades made to the 

radiometer, which resulted in a second generation instrument, IRMA II. Section 4.2: System 

Overview discusses the main components of IRMA I. Section 4.3: Upgrades discusses the 

upgrades of the various components, made after the preliminary test of IRMA I in 1999. 

4 .2 System Overview 

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of IRMA. The radiometer consists of three main 

components: an instrumental platform, the electronic instrumentation, and a laptop control 

computer. 
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Instrument Platform Electronic Instrumentation 

Interface Control Unit 
(ICU) 

Laptop Computer 

Figure 4.1: A schematic of the radiometer system [2]. 

The instrument platform, shown in figure 4.2, contains all of the optical compo

nents in the system including 2 blackbody calibration sources (ambient and liquid nitrogen 

( L N 2 ) cooled), an L N 2 cooled infrared detector dewar assembly with detector preamplifier 

and reflective optical chopper, a flat scanning mirror, and an off-axis paraboloid mirror. 

The electronic instrumentation consists of a chopper wheel driver unit, a lock-in 

amplifier, and an interface control unit (ICU) which houses the power supplies, an A/D 

converter for the signal output from the lock-in amplifier, and a parallel port computer 

interface. A laptop computer runs the main control software for the radiometer, and 

performs several functions including driving the scanning mirror and logging data. 
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Figure 4.2: (a) A side view of the prototype radiometer instrument platform, (b) A top 
view of the prototype radiometer instrument platform [2]. 
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4.2.1 I n s t r u m e n t P l a t f o r m B l a c k b o d y C a l i b r a t i o n Sources 

As part of its normal operation, the radiometer periodically views two calibration 

sources. The cold blackbody consisted of a disc of Eccosorb™ [28] submerged in an open 

flask of L N 2 placed on the floor directly below the scanning mirror assembly. At the reduced 

pressure on the summit of Mauna Kea, the temperature of the cold blackbody was 73 K, 

the boiling point of L N 2 at an atmospheric pressure of 625 mbar. 

The second blackbody was allowed to fluctuate with the temperature of the air at 

the summit of Mauna Kea. This blackbody consisted of an aluminum plate coated with a 

thermally conductive epoxy (Epo-Tek 920) [29] matrix of 2% by weight carbon black. The 

emissivity of this material in the 500 cm" 1 spectral region has been measured to be greater 

than 0.99 [30]. The plate was mounted to the underside of the platform with insulated 

support brackets. The temperature of the plate was measured using a temperature diode. 

4.2.2 P a r a b o l i c P r i m a r y M i r r o r 

An off-axis parabolic mirror, shown in the design schematic in figure 4.3, was 

chosen as the primary focusing optic in order to maximize the optical energy collected by 

avoiding occulation of the secondary mirror assembly. This also had the benefit of allowing 

for a simple and compact radiometer design. 

The radiometer was designed to sample a 10 m patch of sky at a range of 1 km, to 

reflect the typical size of a radio antenna at the approximate scale height of water vapour. 

Given this field of view (FOV) and the standard detector size of 1 mm 2 , the diameter of 
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P a r a b o l i c P r i m a r y M i r r o r F i n a l D e s i g n 

100 

cold finger 

detector 

effective focal length 
117.2 mm 

equation of parabola 

4P 4(100 mm) 400 mm 

Figure 4.3: A design schematic of the parabolic primary mirror [2]. 

the paraboloid was chosen to be 125 mm. A summary of the design parameters of the 

paraboloid is given in table 4.1. 

4.2.3 S c a n n i n g M i r r o r 

The scanning mirror assembly was designed to scan through a zenith angle range 

of 0° to 70.38° corresponding to an airmass range of 1 to 3. The mirror was actuated via 

a 200 step/revolution stepping motor (400 step/revolution in half stepping mode) with a 

10:1 pulley reduction arrangement. The steps of the motor were tracked by the control 
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Design Parameter Value 
Diameter 125 mm 
Focal Length 117.5 mm 
F-Number 0.937 
Focal Point Offset From Beam Edge 20.34 mm 

Table 4.1: Parabolic mirror design parameters. 

Detector Parameter Value 
Active Area 1 mm 2 

Responsivity 45.33 V/W 
Cut Off Wavelength 22.15 ^m 
Resistance @ 77 K 32 Q 
Nominal Bias Voltage 0.45 V 
D* (@ 10 kHz) 2.88xl0 9 cmvTlzW" 1 

Table 4.2: Infrared detector parameters. 

computer to provide positional information. 

4.2.4 In f ra red D e t e c t o r 

The infrared detector was a mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) device, supplied 

by Kolmar Technologies Inc. [31], designed to operate at 77 K. The detector specifications 

are shown in table 4.2. 

4.2.5 Op t i ca l F i l t e r 

A band-defining CdTe interference filter was purchased from the University of 

Reading; the spectral response of the filter is shown in figure 4.4. In practice, this response 

should be modified to take into account a wavelength shift that occurs for radiation incident 
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Figure 4.4: A plot of the infrared filter response. 

at an arbitrary angle. Without detailed knowledge of the optical properties of the filter to 

perform the above calculation, the normally incident bandpass response of 162 to 505 cm" J 

was assumed. 

4.2.6 C h o p p i n g B l a d e a n d D e w a r A s s e m b l y 

The optical chopping blade was fabricated from mirror grade stainless steel by the 

process of spark erosion machining. This process eliminates any stress induced flaws and, 

combined with the mirror-like finish of the steel, produces a blade with a high quality optical 
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surface. The reflective side of the chopper blade provided the detector, mounted to the cold 

finger of the dewar and sealed behind a thin polypropylene sheet, with an alternating view 

of radiation from the paraboloid and an unfocused view of itself (i.e. a 73 K environment). 

The chopper was machined to have 5 slots, and thus the blade, which rotated at 40 Hz, 

produced a 200 Hz modulation of the optical beam. 

4.3 Upgrades 

The results from IRMA I showed that the radiometer was capable of resolving at 

least ± 3 um pwv (1 a in a 1 s integration) [2], equivalent to about ± 20 um of electro

magnetic path length. However, a detailed noise analysis suggested that the resolution 

was closer to 1.6 um pwv, which is equivalent to ± 11 um of excess electromagnetic path 

length. While these results were very close to meeting the challenging requirements for the 

phase correction of ALMA, several upgrades were subsequently made to the system. These 

upgrades, which resulted in IRMA II, are discussed below. 

4.3.1 I m p r o v e d D e t e c t o r 

A new MCT detector was obtained from Kolmar Technologies Inc. The new 

detector was similar to the previous one, but had a higher detectivity and responsivity, 

5.11xl0 9 cm H z " 1 / 2 W^ 1 and 136 V W^ 1 respectively, compared with 2.88xl0 9 cm Hz^ 1 / 2 

W^ 1 and 45 V W~ x for the earlier detector. 

As a result of the improved detector specification, the expected signal-to-noise 
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improvement over the original detector was [2] 

= 1.77 (4.1) 
(S/N)New 

(S/N) Old 

4.3.2 I m p r o v e d In f ra red F i l t e r 

Infrared filters are very difficult to fabricate for use at 500 c m - 1 . The filter used 

in IRMA I was not an optimal match to the spectral region of interest, but was the only one 

available at the time. Professor Peter Ade of Cardiff University, Wales, recently extended 

his filter fabrication technology from ~50 c m - 1 to ~500 cm""1. During this development 

work, Dr. Ade provided two filters using resonant capacitive and inductive micro-elements 

that provided a better match to the detector and the spectral range of interest. The 

higher efficiency and better band selection of these filters were expected to make a factor 

of two improvement in detection efficiency over IRMA I. The filter+detector response, as 

measured by a Bomem Fourier transform spectrometer (Model MB102), is shown in figure 

4.5. 

4.3.3 I m p r o v e d E lec t ron ics 

A significant improvement in the electronics was effected by replacing the 12 bit 

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with a 24 bit, delta-sigma ADC (Cirrus; CS5534), which 

provided an equivalent resolution of 18 bits when sampling at 0.3 s. This addressed the 

problem encountered with IRMA I that the dynamic range of the observed signal was 
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Figure 4.5: Filter response of new infrared filter used by IRMA II. 

greater than the dynamic range of the 12 bit ADC. This modification resulted in a seven

fold improvement in signal-to-noise [2]. 

4.3.4 R e m o t e O p e r a t i o n 

The most dramatic upgrade to IRMA I was the implementation of web-based 

control. IRMA II was configured to operate remotely, over the internet, to perform skydips 

at any time. 

The IRMA II skydips are stored on the internet server, compiling a large database 
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of measurements of atmospheric water vapour abundance above the summit of Mauna 

Kea. The analysis of these measurements, including a comparison with measurements of 

atmospheric water vapour by other instruments at the summit of Mauna Kea, follows in 

Chapter 5. 
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Chap te r 5 

Results 

5.1 Overview 

This chapter discusses the analysis of data obtained with IRMA II (hereafter 

referred to as IRMA) on Mauna Kea during its operation in 2001 [32]. Section 5.2: Data 

Reduction discusses the methods used to reduce the raw data set to contain only those data 

matching in time with other measures of water vapour above Mauna Kea, as well as the 

method of removal of poor data from the set. Section 5.3: Calibration shows how the raw 

data files were calibrated. Section 5.4: Stretch-and-Splice Analysis describes the method 

used to analyze the data in order to determine water vapour abundance, including the 

synthesis of a curve-of-growth. Section 5.5: Comparison With Other Measures of Water 

Vapour compares the IRMA measurements of water vapour above Mauna Kea with other 

measurements available at the site. Section 5.6: Comparison of Curve-of-Growth With 

Theory compares the curve-of-growth, synthesized from IRMA skydips, with a curve-of-
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growth calculated from ULTRAM. 

5.2 Data Reduction 

Between December, 2000 and March 2001, IRMA performed skydips to measure 

the atmospheric radiance as a function of zenith angle, or airmass while mounted on the 

apron of the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) on Mauna Kea, as shown in the photo 

in figure 5.1. A total of 1893 IRMA skydips were obtained during this time. Although it 

did not share the same line-of-sight as the telescope, IRMA did point at nearly the same 

azimuthal angle, sampling the same general area of the sky as the JCMT Submillimetre 

Common User Bolometer Array (SCUBA) [33]; it was thus expected that the IRMA and 

SCUBA data would be correlated. However, since it takes SCUBA ~7 minutes to perform 

a single skydip, during which time IRMA can perform several skydips (typically 4), the 

comparison of data required matching the times of the independent observations. 

The IDL program FILTER JRMA was written to select the IRMA skydip data 

obtained within a 20 minute window of a SCUBA skydip measurement. When this program 

was executed for all SCUBA skydips obtained during the observing period, the number of 

matching IRMA skydips was 1226. 

The next step was to examine this reduced data set for quality. Several factors 

affect data quality including: loss of detector cryogen, obstruction of the beam by a foreign 

(R) 

object, and high amounts of atmospheric water vapour. The IDL program WEEDJRMA 

was written to reject data of such poor quality that it reflected instrumental problems or 
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Figure 5.1: A photograph of IRMA on the apron at the JCMT. 

extremely poor weather; for example, skydips with maximum voltages less than 0.5 V, 

which are indicative of the detector losing its cryogen, producing an unrealisticaliy dry 

measurement, or skydips with minimum voltages greater than 1.5 V which are indicative of 

extremely wet atmospheric conditions. This program rejected a total of 48 skydips (^-4 % 

of the time-matched skydips). 

The final step in the data selection process was to test the remaining skydips for 

smoothness by non-linear least squares fitting an exponential curve to the data using the 

(R) 

CURVEFIT function from the IDL library. Departures from smoothness can result from 

several causes such as thick cloud banks or viewing a nearby cinder cone. The CURVEFIT 
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function returns a measure of the quality of the fit; through inspection it was found that 

fit quality measures less than 0.001 produced superior quality fits and this threshold was 

adopted as the final filtering step. This final step removed 112 skydips (9.1 % of the time-

matched skydips). Of the 1226 skydips matched to SCUBA skydips, 1066, or ~87 %, were 

of high enough quality to be used in the final analysis. 

5.3 Calibration 

As was mentioned in chapter 4, IRMA converts incident spectral radiant power 

into a detector signal voltage. An instrumental responsivity, Rinst, expressed in V-W""1 

relates the instrumental output voltage to the incident spectral power. The relation of the 

voltage, V, to the incident power, <&, is given by 

V = $ • Rinst V (5.1) 

To determine Rinst, the signal voltage must be measured as a function of incident power. 

IRMA has a calibration cycle built into its skydip mode, in which it observes a black-

body at ambient temperature and another blackbody submerged in liquid nitrogen. These 

blackbodies have well-known temperatures, and hence well-known spectral radiances, thus 

allowing the determination of Rinst for each skydip from the calibration cycle. 

A time series of calibration measurements made by IRMA shows a general degra

dation in instrumental responsivity over the months that IRMA was operated. Possible 

explanations for the degradation include: the loss of vacuum in the detector dewar or dust 
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build-up on any part of the optical train. In such cases, the instrumental responsivity is 

effectively reduced and individual skydips must be calibrated to account for this change. 

During each skydip, IRMA made five measurements of the radiances and temper

atures of its ambient and liquid nitrogen blackbodies. These measurements were averaged 

and used to calculate the responsivity for the skydip. The incident power, $, was calcu

lated using the ambient temperature, TBB, of the blackbody and the throughput, G, of the 

system in the equation 

$ = LBB(TBB) € W (5.2) 

The spectral radiance of the ambient blackbody, La, is given by the Planck formula 

La(TBB) = (2frc21004o-3) ^ e ^ & - lj W m~ 2 s r" 1 ( cm" 1 ) " 1 (5.3) 

where TBB is the temperature of the blackbody in K. The radiance is found by integrating 

La over the spectral range as discussed in § 3.3.3. In practice, the radiance measured also 

depends on the combined detector-filter spectral response. But to first-order, the passband 

of the filter is assumed to have 100% transmission over its range of A c = 500 - 550 c m - 1 . 

The radiance of the ambient blackbody, LBB, is given by the integral of equation 5.3 over 

the passband range 
,•550 

LBB{TBB) = / L,7da W m " 2 s r" 1 (5.4) 
J 500 

If the temperature of the blackbody is taken to be 273 K, which is typical of the temperatures 

measured at the summit of Mauna Kea, the radiance is 5.8 W m - 2 s r - 1 . 

The total power reaching the detector is found by multiplying the radiance by the 

throughput of the instrument, G. The throughput is defined as the product of the collecting 
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area, A, and the solid angle, Cl 

€= ACl m sr (5.5) 

The collecting area of IRMA is defined by the radius of the parabolic primary 

mirror, which was described in § 4.2.2, and is given by 

In the original analysis by Smith [2], the instrumental field of view (FOV) was 

determined by scanning the moon. The analysis showed that IRMA I had a FOV of ap

proximately 0.97°, meaning that it was slightly out of focus since the design called for a 

FOV of 0.5°. Some effort was made to correct the focus of IRMA II, although no measure

ments of the corrected FOV were made. However, serendipitously, IRMA II scanned the 

moon several times between 12PM and 1PM HST on March 20, 2001. These scans, which 

are shown in figure 5.2, represent a convolution of the instrumental FOV with the moon. 

The portion of each skydip containing the moon scan was removed including the 'wings' 

of the profile. To simplify analysis, the profile of the moon was assumed to be Gaussian 

in shape with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of ~0.5°. Since the convolution 

of two Gaussian profiles produces another Gaussian profile with a FWHM obtained by a 

quadrature sum of the component FWHM's, the IRMA II beam profile is readily obtained. 

(R) 

An IDL procedure (MOON_ANGLE) was written to extract the FWHM from each scan 

of the moon and yielded an average value of 0.99° ± 0.06°. 

(5.6) 
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Figure 5.2: Portions of skydips showing serendipitous scans of the Moon. 

The instrumental FWHM was determined to be 

FWHM, inst — FWHMlta-FWHMl 

a /0 .99 2 - 0.5 2 = 0.85° = 0.015 rad (5.7) 

This FWHM can be translated to a solid angle using the equation 

(0.015)2 = 1.8 x 10~ 4 sr (5.8) 
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Using equation 5.5 and the values calculated from equations 5.6 and 5.8, the 

throughput of the radiometer is 

€ = (1.2 x 1 0 ~ 2 m 2 ) ( 1 . 8 x 1 0 ~ 4 sr) = 2.2 x 1 0 ~ 6 m 2 sr (5.9) 

Finally, the incident power, can be calculated using equation 5.2 with the 

radiance, L b b ( T ) , calculated in equation 5.4 and the value of the throughput, €, from 

equation 5.9. If the radiance is ~ 5 . 8 W m~ 2 s r - 1 , then the incident power becomes 

$ = (5.8 W n T 2 s r ^ 1 ) (2 .2 x 1 0 " 6 m 2 sr) = 1.3 x 1 0 - 5 W (5.10) 

Once average signal voltage and average power are determined, the instrumental 

responsivity, Rinst, is found by rearranging equation 5.1 to yield 

Rinst = ^ V W - 1 (5 .11) 

Using Rinst, the signal voltages from IRMA can then be converted to radiant power values. 

The average instrumental responsivity of IRMA was calculated from the data set to be 

R~7t = 1.66 x 1 0 5 V VT"1 (5.12) 

In this analysis, none of the optical component efficiencies have been included. 

These efficiencies, however, are not necessary in calibrating the data since the optical train 

is the same whether IRMA is making an observation of the sky or of its calibration sources 

and are therefore implicitly included in Rinst-
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5.4 Stretch-and-Splice Analysis 

As stated in § 2.5, a curve-of-growth represents the spectrally integrated emission 

from an absorbing molecular species as the total amount of that species is varied in a known 

way. In the case of the atmosphere, varying the amount of water vapour is accomplished 

by observing the sky at increasing zenith angle, or equivalently, airmass. After calibration, 

the IRMA skydips can be expressed in terms of incident power as a function of airmass. 

To simplify the analysis it is assumed that the pressure and temperature profiles, and scale 

height of water vapour above Mauna Kea do not vary significantly from day-to-day, an 

assumption shown to be valid by the limited variation in the pressure-temperature curves 

from the Hilo-launched radiosondes (see figure 3.3) . Under these assumptions it is possible 

to construct a composite curve-of-growth from individual skydips by rescaling, or stretching, 

the horizontal axes of the individual scans to reflect the differing amounts of water vapour 

in the atmosphere at the times of observation. This process is termed stretch-and-splice. 

The optimum scale factor for a curve was determined by using a numerical mini

mization technique on the overlap error given by the chi-squared error 

x 2 = 2 M « (5.13) 

where a(i) are the incident power data of the basis curve, b(j) are the incident power data 

of the curve being stretched, and N is the number of points in the overlapping region. 

The summation occurs over the region of overlap of the two curves (i.e. airmass at a(i) = 

airmass at b(j)), which continually changes as one curve is stretched with respect to the 

(R) 
other. Using the AMOEBA minimization routine of IDL (which is based on the downhill 
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Figure 5.3: Screen shot of the stretch-and-splice routine. 

simplex method), the optimum scale factor is found by minimizing the chi-squared error. 

The stretch-and-splice procedure is shown graphically in figure 5.3. The upper 

left panel shows two raw IRMA skydips. In this figure the upper skydip will be stretched 

to fit with the lower. The upper right panel shows the minimization routine iterating to 

find the best scale factor. The color of the upper skydip changes with each iteration. The 

lower left panel shows the upper skydip in the stretched position. The lower right panel 

shows the absolute percent difference between the skydips in the overlap region. 

Before the composite curve-of-growth is constructed, several basis curves are eho-
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sen from the data set to synthesize a preliminary curve-of-growth, to which all of the skydips 

will be stretched. This choice is complicated due to the fact that the skydips vary greatly 

in their incident power measurements. The result of this variation is that skydips with low 

incident power measurements have either small or no overlapping sections with the skydips 

with high incident power measurements once they have been stretched. 

The stretch-and-splice routine can be used to identify the highest quality skydips 

in the data set by stretch-and-splicing each curve to all of the rest. Once a skydip is 

stretched to fit another, the quality of fit is assessed from the x 2 of the overlapping region. 

Inspection of the %2 measurements showed that the higher quality skydips had Y 2 < 2 

when stretched to fit another high quality skydip, so this was chosen as an upper limit for a 

'good' stretch. If a skydip was stretched to fit another and its %2 was greater than 2, it was 

considered a poor fit and rejected. If an individual skydip resulted in the rejection of more 

than a quarter of the total skydips (267), it was not considered as a possible basis curve for 

the preliminary curve-of-growth. The skydips that rejected the fewest other skydips were 

inspected, and three of the skydips were chosen to act as basis curves. These basis curves 

were chosen both for their smoothness (from inspection) and for their positions amongst the 

remainder of the skydips (one low, one high, and one in the middle of the range), allowing 

all of the skydips to have large overlaps to perform the fitting routine. 

Once the basis curves have been chosen, the stretch-and-splice method is used 

to synthesize the preliminary curve-of-growth as shown in figure 5.4. First, the middle 

skydip (shown in green) in figure 5.4 is stretched to fit with the bottom skydip (shown in 

red). The incident power values of the two curves in the overlapping region are averaged, 
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Figure 5.4: Preliminary curve-of-growth and three basis skydips. 

splicing the middle skydip to the lower to make the lower portion of the preliminary curve-

of-growth. This process is repeated as the top skydip (shown in blue) is stretched to fit 

with the curve-of-growth. The overlapping incident power values of the curve-of-growth 

and the top skydip are averaged in the overlapping region, splicing it to the lower portion of 

the curve-of-growth. This final splicing completes the preliminary curve-of-growth, which 

is shown as the black curve in figure 5.4. 

After the preliminary curve-of-growth is synthesized, all of the skydips in the data 

set are fitted to the curve using the stretch-and-splice method. The overlapping regions 
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of the curves are averaged together, producing a mean, composite curve-of-growth shown 

in figure 5.5 as the black curve. A Chebyshev polynomial of degree 6 is then fitted to 

this composite curve to provide a functional form to the data which is more convenient for 

comparison with theory. This is shown as the red line in figure 5.5 (displaced vertically 

by 0.5 uW for clarity). The green line in the figure shows the difference between the 

polynomial and the curve-of-growth referred to by the right-hand vertical scale. The low 

error involved with introducing the Chebyshev polynomial allows its use as a basis curve to 

determine the final scale factors for individual skydips which are then used to calculate the 

opacity of the atmosphere for comparison with other instruments. 

5.5 Comparison With Other Measures of Water Vapour 

5.5.1 C o m p a r i s o n w i t h S C U B A 

The standard calibration procedure for SCUBA [34] uses the skydip method to 

determine the atmospheric transmission in both the 450 and 850 am bands in order to 

calibrate the flux from an astronomical source. The SCUBA data are analyzed to produce 

an opacity, or TSCUBA value. 

A base opacity for IRMA, or TTRMA, is determined by fitting the composite curve-

of-growth to an exponential function and taking the value of the exponent as T j R M A . The 

IRMA skydips are fitted to the composite curve-of-growth as discussed in § 5.4 and the 

stretch factors, F, from the fitting routine are used to determine a TIRMA for the individual 
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Figure 5.5: Composite curve-of-growth (black) shown with vertically shifted Chebyshev 
polynomial approximation (red) and the difference between them (green). 

skydips using the simple relation 

T IRMA = TIRMA X F (5.14) 

If both IRMA and SCUBA are measuring water vapour, it is expected that both 

r ' s are correlated since both instruments perform skydips in essentially the same direction 

(IRMA is mounted on the carousel floor of the JCMT which generally points in a slightly 

different azimuth than the telescope). 
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Figure 5.6: Plot of IRMA opacity against corresponding SCUBA 850 fim opacity. 

I R M A vs. SCUBA 850 /an 

Figure 5.6 shows t j r m a plotted against tscubA-850- Each red circle represents 

the r value calculated, for a single IRMA skydip. Circles appear in vertical groups because 

several IRMA skydips can be performed during a single SCUBA skydip. The appearance 

of columnar grouping in the data indicates that the atmospheric water vapour content is 

changing appreciably during the time (<^7 minutes) that SCUBA performs a skydip. The 

linear least squares fit to the data is also shown (green line). Most of the data points 

are tightly clustered about the line, indicating a high degree of correlation between the 
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measurements, as expected. The slope of the line shows that the 850 um spectral region 

saturates slightly faster than the infrared region observed by IRMA. The non-zero intercept 

of the line indicates that water vapour is not the only species responsible for atmospheric 

opacity in the 850 um band. Atmospheric modelling [34] (see figure 3.13) shows this non

zero intercept is to be expected (see top scale) since the 850 ^m region contains numerous 

ozone and oxygen lines which provide an additional source of opacity not present at 20 um. 

The TSCUBA-850 values can be converted to water vapour column abundances using 

an atmospheric model [34], and the data in figure 5.6 can be reformulated by rescaling the 

x-axis, to express the power received by IRMA as a function of water vapour amount (pwv) 

at the time of observation. This conversion is written as 

After the TSCUBA-850 values are converted to water vapour amounts, they can be 

compared to the zenith power measurements of the corresponding IRMA skydips. Figure 

5.7 shows a plot of the precipitable water vapour amounts against the power received by 

IRMA. Each green triangle in the plot represents a single IRMA skydip corresponding 

to a pwv measurement made by SCUBA. The triangles appear in columns again because 

IRMA performs several skydips during the time of a single SCUBA skydip. Included in 

the figure is the composite curve-of-growth (black), rescaled to fit the data points using 

a least-squares minimization routine. The horizontal distances from the triangles to the 

rescaled curve-of-growth are easily measured, and the standard deviation of the distances 

can be used as a measure of the spread of the data. The red curves in the figure represent 

mm (5.15) 
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Figure 5.7: The composite curve-of-growth can be reformulated in terms of mm pwv using 
SCUBA 8 5 0 /.an calibration points. 

±l(T deviations from the curve-of-growth. The small separation of these curves gives an 

indication of the strong correlation between the IRMA and SCUBA 8 5 0 um water vapour 

measurements. The conversion factor relating the airmass and pwv scales from this analysis 

is determined to be Cgso »-- 0.49 ± 0.04. 

IRMA vs SCUBA 450 um 

Figure 5.8 shows TIRMA plotted against TSCUBA-450- AS in figure 5.6, each rod 

circle represents the r value calculated for an I R M A skydip. Circles again appear in vertical 
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Figure 5.8: Plot of IRMA opacity measurements against corresponding SCUBA 450 um 
opacity measurements. 

groups because the atmospheric water vapour content changes appreciably during a single 

SCUBA skydip. The linear least squares fit to the data is shown (green), and again a high 

degree of correlation is indicated by the tight clustering of circles about the line. The slope 

of the line shows that, the 450 um spectral region saturates much faster than the infrared 

region observed by IRMA. The small, non-zero intercept of the line indicates that water 

vapour is the main species responsible for atmospheric opacity in the 450 um region (see 

top scale) with a small amount of opacity due to numerous ozone lines (see figure 3.13). 

However, this additional opacity due to the stratospheric ozone lines in the 450 /im region 

is less significant because the opacity of the tropospheric water vapour is much higher in 
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Figure 5.9: The composite curve-of-growth can be reformulated in terms of mm pwv using 
SCUBA 450 um calibration points. 

this region. 

The TSCUBA-450 values can be converted to water vapour column amounts using 

an atmospheric model [34] in a manner similar to that for the TSCUBA-850 values discussed 

previously. The data in figure 5.8 can be reformulated by rescaling the x-axis to express 

the power received by the IRMA detector as a function of water vapour (pwv) at the time 

of observation. The TSCUBA-450 values are converted to water vapour amounts using the 

following equation [34] 

pwv = 20 x /"7"SCUBA-450 
V 25 

- 0.005) mm (5.16) 
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After the TSCUBA-450 values are converted to water vapour amounts, they are 

plotted against the corresponding zenith power measurements made by IRMA during its 

skydips. Figure 5.9 shows a plot of precipitable water vapour amount against power received 

by IRMA. Each green triangle in the figure represents a zenith power measurement made 

during a single IRMA skydip. The composite curve-of-growth is shown (black), rescaled 

by applying a least squares minimization routine to fit the data points. The red curves 

represent ±1<T deviations from the curve-of-growth. The small spread of the red curves 

indicates a high degree of correlation between the IRMA and SCUBA 450 um water vapour 

measurements. The conversion factor relating the airmass and pwv scales from this analysis 

is C450 = 0.50 ± 0.07, in excellent agreement with the conversion factor obtained with the 

850 um measurements. 

5.5.2 C o m p a r i s o n w i t h C S O R a d i o m e t e r 

The Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) [35] has two radiometers operating 

at 225 GHz and 350 um, which routinely measure the atmospheric opacity in these bands 

using the skydip method, albeit at a fixed azimuth direction. The CSO data are analyzed in 

a similar manner to the SCUBA data to produce opacity or rcso values in the two spectral 

regions. Conveniently, rcso-225 values are provided along with the TSCUBA values in the 

SCUBA calibration files. Although, in general, the CSO radiometers observe a different 

part of the sky than IRMA, the close proximity of the CSO to the JCMT suggests that 

TIRMA and rcso might be correlated. 
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Figure 5.10: Plot of I R M A opacity against corresponding CSO 225 GHz opacity. 

IRMA vs. CSO 225 G H z 

Figure 5.10 shows TIRMA plotted against TCSQ-225- A S with the SCUBA data, 

there are several I R M A skydips (represented by red circles in the figure) for each CSO 

measurement. IRMA skydips are associated with a CSO skydip if they take place within a 

twenty minute period following the CSO skydip. In the figure, the circles again appear in 

vertical groups because the atmospheric water vapour content changes appreciably during 

the time of a CSO skydip. The linear least squares fit to the data is also shown (green 

line). Similar to the previous figures, most of the circles are tightly clustered about the 
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Figure 5.11: The composite curve-of-growth can be reformulated in terms of mm pwv using 
CSO 225 GHz calibration points. 

line, indicating a high degree of correlation between the measures of opacity. However, the 

correlation between TERM A arid r cso-225 is less than with SCUBA, which is to be expected 

since CSO generally observes a different portion of the sky than IRMA. The slope of the line 

indicates that CSO operates in a spectral region much less opaque than the infrared region. 

The small, non-zero intercept value indicates that water vapour is the main contributor to 

opacity in the 225 GHz region (see top scale). 

The rcso-225 values can be converted to water vapour column abundance using 

an atmospheric model [36]. Figure 5.10 can be reformatted to express the power received 
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by IRMA as a function of water vapour abundance at the time of observation using 

pwv = 20 x (TQSO-225 — 0.016) mm (5-17) 

as previously discussed. Figure 5.11 (similar to figures 5.7 and 5.9) shows the result of the 

least squares minimization routine used to rescale the composite curve-of-growth (black) to 

water vapour abundances derived from the CSO 225 GHz skydips (green triangles). The 

dashed curves represent ±la deviations from the curve-of-growth, and illustrate a strong 

correlation between the IRMA and CSO 225 GHz measurements, albeit to a lesser degree 

than the correlation with SCUBA. The conversion factor relating the airmass and pwv scales 

from this analysis is C225 = 0.50 ± 0.07, which is again seen to be in excellent agreement 

with the conversion factors found using the SCUBA measurements. 

IRMA vs. CSO 350 um 

Figure 5.12 shows TIRMA plotted against TcsO-350- Again red circles, representing 

individual IRMA skydips, appear in vertical groups because the atmospheric water vapour 

content changes appreciably during a CSO skydip. In this figure IRMA skydips are included 

if they were performed up to 5 minutes after a CSO 350 um measurement. The data in this 

figure show a great deal more scatter than in the previous figures, indicating a low degree 

of correlation between the measurements of water vapour made by IRMA and those made 

by CSO 350 um. This is primarily due to the high opacity of the 350 um band at these 

water vapour abundances, as indicated by the r c s o - 3 5 0 values. 
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Figure 5.12: Plot, of IRMA opacity measurements against corresponding CSO 350 am 
opacity measurements. 

The Tcso-350 values can be converted to water vapour column abundances using 

an atmospheric model [37]. The conversion is accomplished using 

pwv = 20 x / T CSO-350 
V 23 

0.016^ mm (5.18) 

Once the data points are converted, figure 5.12 can be reformulated to express the power 

received by IRMA as a function of water vapour column abundance (pwv) at the time 

of observation as was discussed previously. Since the scatter in the CSO 350 am data 

resulted in large uncertainties in the least squares minimization routine, figure 5.13 shows 

the composite curve-of-growth (black) rescaled by the combined data from SCUBA (850 

and 450 um) and CSO 225 GHz. The conversion factor from airmass to mm pwv in this 
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Figure 5.13: CSO 350 /mi data points show a high correlation with the composite curve-
of-growth, reformulated in terms of mm pwv using SCUBA 450 and 850 urn and CSO 225 
GHz calibration points. 

case is C350 = 0.50 ±1.37. The large error in this conversion factor is due to the large 

scatter of the CSO 350 am data, a result of the inherent difficulties involved in working in 

this relatively opaque region. The green triangles in the figure represent individual IRMA 

skydips correlated with pwv measurements from CSO 350 am. Even with the large scatter 

there is a degree of agreement between the water vapour column abundance measurements 

made by the CSO 350 am radiometer and IRMA. 
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5.5.3 C o m p a r i s o n w i t h 183 G H z W a t e r V a p o u r M e t e r 

A water vapour meter (WVM) radiometer has been developed for operation at the 

JCMT. This system does not use skydips but, as discussed in § 1.3.1, determines the water 

vapour abundance along a given line-of-sight from multi-channel radiometric observations 

of the 183 GHz water line combined with a simple atmospheric model. Although the WVM 

was not in regular operation between December 2000 and March 2001, some archived WVM 

data which overlaps with IRMA data is available from the JCMT archive. The WVM data 

files contain water vapour column abundance measured every 6 seconds and so a figure 

similar to 5.7 can be produced, expressing the power received by the IRMA detector as a 

function of water vapour amount (pwv) at the time of observation. 

WVM measurements (green triangles in figure 5.14) were compared with an IRMA 

skydip if they occurred within 1 minute after the start of an IRMA skydip. Triangles appear 

in horizontal groupings because the atmosphere is changing appreciably during the time of 

an IRMA skydip. Although there is insufficient data to do a least squares analysis, figure 

5.14 shows the composite curve-of-growth (black) rescaled by the average of the SCUBA 

850 and 450 um and CSO 225 GHz calibration points. The conversion factor in this case is 

Ci83 = 0.50 ±0.26. The red curves represent the ±1<7 deviations from the curve-of-growth. 

The generally poor agreement is interpreted as being due to the statistically small sample 

size. 
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I R M A - 183 GHz W V M Cal ibra t ion 

The Hilo airport launches two balloon-borne radiosondes daily (at 0:00 and 12:00 

UT), which provide another measure of water vapour in the atmosphere. The correla

tion between the IRMA and the radiosonde measurements was expected to be low since 

the radiosondes are launched into a different part of the atmosphere and tend to carry 

moisture with them as they rise, leading to elevated measurements of water vapour con

tent. Furthermore, the Hilo radiosondes use poor quality humidity sensors that do not 

perform well at these low pwv amounts. The radiosonde data can be downloaded from 
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Figure 5.14: There is insufficient 183 GHz data to calibrate the composite curve-of-growth, 
shown here reformulated in terms of mm pwv using the average of the SCUBA 850 and 450 
/xm and CSO 225 GHz calibration points. 

5.5.4 Comparison w i t h Hilo-Launched Radiosondes 
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Figure 5.15: There is insufficient radiosonde data to calibrate the composite curve-of-growth, 
shown here reformulated in terms of mm pwv using the average of the SCUBA 850 and 450 
/«n and CSO 225 GHz calibration points. 

hokukea.soest.hawaii.edu/current/raob.ito/text and from weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/soundmg.html 

and used to derive water vapour column abundances. From this data, a figure similar to 

5.7 can be produced, expressing the power received by the IRMA detector in terms of 

precipitable water vapour amount. 

IRMA scans were compared with the radiosonde data if they were performed within 

one hour following the launch of a radiosonde. In figure 5.15, which is similar to figure 5.7, 

IRMA scan data (green triangles) appear in vertical columns because several scans can be 

performed during the time of a single radiosonde. There was insufficient IRMA data to 

http://hokukea.soest.hawaii.edu/
http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/
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Comparison Instrument Conversion Factor Error 
SCUBA 850 um 0.49 ±0.04 
SCUBA 450 um 0.50 ±0.07 
CSO 225 GHz 0.50 ±0.07 
CSO 350 um 0.50 ±1.37 
183 GHz WVM 0.50 ±0.26 
Hilo Radiosondes 0.50 ±0.14 

Table 5.1: Conversion factors for the IRMA curve-of-growth as determined by instrumental 
zenith pwv measurements. 

reliably calibrate the composite curve-of-growth (black), so it was reformulated in terms of 

precipitable water vapour again using the average of the SCUBA 850 and 450 um and CSO 

225 GHz calibration factors. In this case, the conversion factor is C r a d i O S o n d e = 0.50 ± 0.14. 

The red curves in the figure represent the ±lcr deviations from the curve-of-growth. There 

is too little time-matched radiosonde data available to comment on the degree of correlation 

between the data, but it is possible to say that the radiosonde data are not inconsistent 

with the IRMA data. 

5.5.5 R e s u l t s S u m m a r y 

Measurements of the column abundance of atmospheric water vapour above Mauna 

Kea obtained with IRMA show a high degree of correlation with other measures of water 

vapour available on the summit of Mauna Kea. The results are summarized in table 5.1. 

The conversion factors shown in italics represent the average value of the conversion factors 

calculated using the SCUBA 450 and 850 um and CSO GHz calibration points. 

As expected, the strongest correlations to IRMA measurements are found with the 

SCUBA 850 and 450 um measures of atmospheric opacity, which are obtained from skydips 
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Comparison of Theory and IRMA Curve-of-Growth 
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Figure 5.16: A comparison of the theoretical curve-of-growth calculated from ULTRAM 
(black) with the composite curve-of-growth constructed from IRMA skydips (red). 

at approximately the same azimuth angle. The CSO 225 GHz opacity data also show 

a strong correlation, the increased scatter in these data being attributed to the different 

azimuth angle of the CSO skydips. The CSO 350 /tm opacity data show a weaker correlation 

due to the high opacity of the 350 um band at these water vapor abundances. While the 

183 GHz WVM and Hilo-launched radiosonde data are sparse, they are not inconsistent 

with the IRMA results. 
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5 . 6 Compar ison of Curve-of-Growth With Theory 

The radiance from the mid-infrared data cube produced with ULTRAM was con

volved with the filter profile (see § 4.3.2) and then multiplied by the throughput (equation 

5.9). The radiance spectra were then integrated with respect to wavenumber to give the to

tal radiance viewed by the detector for increasing water vapour abundances. A theoretical 

curve-of-growth was plotted from these data, and is shown in figure 5.16 as the black curve. 

The red curve in the figure is the composite curve-of-growth constructed from IRMA sky

dips, rescaled from airmass to mm pwv using the conversion factor of C = 0.50, calculated 

from the average of the SCUBA 850 and 450 am and CSO 225 GHz calibration factors. 

The theoretical curve-of-growth in the figure was scaled to the IRMA curve-of-growth at 

1 mm pwv by multiplying the radiance by a scale factor of 0.46, indicating that IRMA II 

has an efficiency of rj = 46%. This efficiency is much higher than was initially assumed 

and reflects the simplicity of the radiometer design. The curve-of-growth determined from 

IRMA data is seen to agree well with the theoretical curve-of-growth. However, a more 

detailed comparison was not considered meaningful given the uncertainties associated with 

determining the spectral response of the filter+detector system. 
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Chap te r 6 

Conclusion 

This thesis continues the work begun by a previous graduate student, Mr. Graeme 

Smith [2], whose work included the design, construction, and field testing of the prototype 

Infrared Radiometer for Millimeter Astronomy. This thesis presents the analysis of data 

obtained with the second generation radiometer, IRMA II, and in particular, the develop

ment of a radiative transfer modelling program, ULTRAM, which provides a theoretical 

framework for this analysis. 

The results from the measurements IRMA II made from December, 2000 to March 

2001 were compared to other measures of water vapour abundance above Mauna Kea. 

These comparisons showed a high level of correlation between IRMA and the most reliable 

skydipping instruments on the summit of Mauna Kea. This is illustrated by the similarity 

in the conversion factor from airmass to mm pwv for the composite curve-of-growth (shown 

in table 5.1). The data from the less reliable instruments were not inconsistent with the 

water vapour amounts measured by IRMA. 
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Figure 6.1: Noise from the ambient (black) and LN2 blackbodies (red), determined from 
the calibration measurements made during IRMA skydips. 

ULTRAM was used to calculate a theoretical curve-of-growth to verify the curve-

of-growth constructed from the IRMA skydips. Upon rescaling, the theoretical and ex

perimental curves-of-growth were found to show good agreement, from which the optical 

efficiency of IRMA was found to be ~ 46%. 

Measurements of noise, shown in figure 6.1, were made during the IRMA calibra

tion cycles. Noise was defined as the standard deviation of the voltage measured while 

IRMA viewed its ambient blackbody (black) and its cold blackbody (red). Most of the 

noise seen in these measurements is below 0.5 mV. Since the noise was measured in a time 
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interval of 0.1 s, the noise voltage, AV, for a 1 second integration is given by 

A V = aooo£y = 0 1 6 m V 

The composite curve-of-growth, see § 5.4, was reformulated in terms of volts using 

the average instrumental responsivity from equation 5.12, and mm pwv using the average 

of the SCUBA 850 and 450 um and CSO 225 GHz calibration factors, C = 0.50. An error 

in the IRMA voltage measurement of AV gives an error in the calculated water vapour 

abundance, Apwv, of 

Apwv = x AV (6.2) 
slope 

which can then be reformulated into an error in excess electromagnetic path length, Ad, 

using equation 1.5. 

The slopes of the curve-of-growth, which is shown in figure 6.2, at 0.5 and 1 

mm pwv were determined to be 0.60 and 0.36 V (mm p w v ) - 1 respectively. These slopes 

allowed the calculation of the resolution of IRMA II in terms of column abundance and 

excess electromagnetic path length. The results of these calculations are compared with 

the resolution of IRMA I [2] in tables 6.1 and 6.2. The resolutions achieved by IRMA II 

show a marked improvement over the previous generation radiometer, and more than meet 

the phase correction requirements for ALMA. 

While the results of this thesis give further credibility to IRMA as a phase cor

rection device for high altitude radio interferometers, there is still vital work to be done. 

One of the main issues still outstanding is the infrared emission from ice crystals in high 
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Figure 6.2: The composite curve-of-growth constructed from IRMA skydips (black) and its 
slope (red), corresponding to an error in measured pwv, at 1 mm pwv. 

altitude cirrus clouds. Further investigation Into the nature of this emission is required in 

order to determine the effect of cirrus clouds on IRMA, and how this might in turn affect 

measurements of water vapour abundances. 

The IRMA project continues to be refined with a new version of the instrument, 

IRMA III, scheduled for testing in 2003. ULTRAM is also a continuing project, with 

Resolution at 0.5 mm pwv Resolution at 1.0 mm pwv 
IRMA I 1.8 um 3.0 am 
IRMA II 0.26 (im 0.44 um 

Table 6.1: Comparison of IRMA I and IRMA I I water vapour column abundance resolutions 
at 0.5 and 1.0 mm pwv. 
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Resolution at 0.5 mm pwv Resolution at 1.0 mm pwv 
IRMA I 12 um 20 um 
IRMA II 1.7 um 2.9 um 

Table 6.2: Comparison of IRMA I and IRMA II excess electromagnetic path length resolu
tions at 0.5 and 1.0 mm pwv. 

effort being made to model the atmosphere above Chajnantor, to allow us to predict the 

performance of IRMA III from the Chilean site. These future developments are discussed 

in this chapter. 

6.1 Development of IRMA III 

The development of IRMA III, the grey box in figure 6.3, has been largely influ

enced by the desire for site testing at Chajnantor, site of the future ALMA observatory. A 

number of considerations in the design of the new instrument are due to the remoteness of 

the location [38]. 

There is no surplus electrical power available at Chajnantor, so IRMA III must 

provide its own power using a solar panel array and battery storage. Both IRMA I and 

IRMA II depended on personnel at the JCMT to fill daily the detector dewar and calibration 

source with liquid nitrogen. At Chajnantor, the detector, which must operate at 77 K, is 

cooled by a Stirling cryocooler. By eliminating the need for liquid cryogens, there is no 

need for personnel to service each IRMA instrument individually. Finally, IRMA III had 

to be designed to accommodate the hostile environment of the plateau. 

Another design consideration of IRMA III arose from a problem which ultimately 
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Figure 6.3: Cut-away rendering of IRMA I I I on alt-az mount, showing the major 
components. 

brought about the end of IRMA I I . By chance, IRMA I I was made to skydip close to 

the Sun, focusing an intense beam of light on the filter over the detector. This beam 

destroyed the filter and rendered IRMA I I useless until a repair was effected in June of 

2001. Regrettably, shortly after IRMA II was repaired, the instrument again happened 

to point close to the Sun, again destroying filter and bringing a permanent end to its 

operation. To avoid the possibility of this happening again. IRMA I I I is equipped with 

a shutter mechanism which closes whenever IRMA I I I points within 5 degrees of the Sun. 

This shutter also acts as a protection against the harsh environment and acts as a calibration 

source. 



6.2 ULTRAM Upgrades 
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We are in the process of using ULTRAM to generate data cubes similar to those 

modelled for the atmosphere above Mauna Kea (see §3.5) to model the atmosphere above 

Chajnantor. ULTRAM will use actual data from radiosondes launched from Chajnantor, 

to ensure the atmosphere is modelled as close to reality as possible. From these data cubes, 

and from the design specifications of IRMA III, the performance of IRMA III under various, 

real atmospheric conditions can be predicted, allowing the design team to evaluate instantly 

the performance of IRMA III during testing. 

The ULTRAM program continues to be refined. A graphical user interface (GUI) 

is being developed to render the program more user-friendly. With the introduction of a 

GUI to ULTRAM, it will be released to the public via the University of Lethbridge website. 

ULTRAM already is finding use in support of operations at the JCMT, Hawaii, 

the Astronomy Technology Centre (ATC) in Edinburgh as a part of the SCUBA2 project, 

and at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) as a part of ESA's Herschel SPIRE 

project. 
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